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Agenda
National Executive Council
Meeting of:

26th meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of Students

Place:

TUC Congress Centre

Date and time:

17th September 2013 11:00

Members:
Zones

Toni Pearce (President & Chair)
Joe Vinson & Charlotte Knight (Further Education)
Rachel Wenstone & Rachel Thornton (Higher Education)
Dom Anderson & Matthew Tennant (Society & Citizenship)
Raechel Mattey & Maggie Hayes (Union Development)
Colum McGuire & Georgie Court (Welfare)

Liberation

Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students)
Hannah Paterson & Jawanza Ipyana (Disabled Students)
Sky Yarlett & Finn McGoldrick (LGBT)
Kelley Temple & Tabz O'Brien Butcher (Womens)

Sections

Daniel Stevens & Arianna Tassinari (International Students)
Josh Rowlands & Emma Barnes (Mature & Part Time Students)
Anna Chowcat & Amy Gilligan (Postgraduate Students)

Nations

Stephanie Lloyd & Rhiannon Hedge (NUS Wales)
Gordon Maloney & Robert Foster (NUS Scotland)
Rebecca Hall & Fergal McFerran (NUS-USI)

Block

Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Rosie Huzzard, Rhiannon Durrans, Harry Fox, Matt Stanley, Ben Dilks,
James McAsh, Peter Smallwood, Paul Abernethy, Charles Barry, Chris Clements, Jessica
Goldstone, Edmund Schluessel, Marc McCorkell, Kirat Raj Singh

Apologies:

Chris Clements, Daniel Stevens, Charlotte Knight, Paul Abernethy.

In attendance:

Amy Davies (Chair support), Megan Evans (minute-taker), Ben Kernighan (Group Chief
Executive), Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and Delivery), Alex Jones (Head of Political
Strategy), Graham Atkinson (Group Head of People),
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No

Item

Action

Paper

Lead

Time

Verbal

TP

5 mins

1. Introduction and administration
1.1

Welcome and President’s opening remarks

1.2

Apologies, quorum count and notice of meeting

Note

Verbal

TP

2 mins

1.3

Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest from the agenda

Note

Verbal

TP

2 mins

1.4

Minutes of the last meeting 15th July 2013

Approve

1.4 p3

TP

5 mins

1.5

Actions and matter arising from the last meeting 15th July 2013

Discuss

1.4 p3

TP

5 mins

2. Accountability and NEC Member Reports
2.1

National President report and questions

Approve

2.1 p15 TP

10 mins

2.2

Zone reports and questions

Approve

2.2 p18

15 mins

2.3

Liberation reports and questions

Note

2.3 p32

10 mins

2.4

Sections reports and questions

Note

2.4

10 mins

2.5

Nations reports and questions

Note

2.5 p43

10 mins

2.6

Scrutiny and Group Committees report and questions

Note

Verbal

5 mins

2.7

Report from Block members on Member Unions

Note

Verbal

10 mins

3. Organisation Reports
3.1

NUS UK Trustee Board minutes 25th July 2013

Note

3.1 p45 TP

2 mins

3.2

Initial review of Officer Development Programme

Note

3.2 p48 RM

10 mins

4. Proposals
4.1

NUS London: Delivering Pan-London Representation for
students in the capital

Approve

4.1 p51 RM

10 mins

4.2

Charity direction and remit letter

Approve

4.2 p58 RM

5 mins

4.3

Allocation of campaigning budgets

Approve

4.3 P60 TP

10 mins

Discuss

Verbal

TP

30 mins

5. Consultation
5.1

Priority Work

6. Motions
6.1

Motions to NEC

Approve

6.1 P101 TP

60 mins

Amendments to block allocations - Appointments

Approve

7.1 P117 TP

2 mins

7. AOB
7.1

Date of Next Meeting
Wednesday 20th November 2013 at 11:00 in London
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Minutes
National Executive Council
Meeting of:

25th meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of Students

Place:

NUS HQ

Date and time:

15th July 2013 11:15

Members present:
Zones

Toni Pearce (President & Chair)
Joe Vinson (Further Education)
Rachel Wenstone (Higher Education)
Dom Anderson & Matthew Tennant (Society & Citizenship)
Raechel Mattey & Maggie Hayes (Union Development)
Colum McGuire & Georgie Court (Welfare)

Liberation

Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students)
Hannah Paterson & Jawanza Ipyana (Disabled Students)
Sky Yarlett & Finn McGoldrick (LGBT)
Kelley Temple (Womens)

Sections

Daniel Stevens & Arianna Tassinari (International Students)
Josh Rowlands & Emma Barnes (Mature & Part Time Students)
Anna Chowcat & Amy Gilligan (Postgraduate Students)

Nations

Stephanie Lloyd (NUS Wales)
Gordon Maloney & Robert Foster (NUS Scotland)
Fergal McFerran (NUS-USI)

Block

Rosie Huzzard, Rhiannon Durrans, Harry Fox, Matt Stanley, James McAsh, Peter
Smallwood, Paul Abernethy, Charles Barry, Chris Clements, Jessica Goldstone, Marc
McCorkell,

Apologies:

Charlotte Knight, Tabz O'Brien Butcher, Rachel Thornton, Rebecca Hall, Jeni-Marie
Pittuck, Ben Dilks, Edmund Schluessel, Kirat Raj Singh

In attendance:

Amy Davies (Executive Office Manager), Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and Delivery),
Ben Kernighan (Group Chief Executive), Alex Jones (Interim Head of Political Strategy),
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1. Introductory & Administration
1.1

Toni Pearce (TB) opened the meeting

TB explained the lost sign for raising points of clarification and in future there will be cards for people to use.
1.2

Apologies were noted

1.3

There were no conflicts of interests.

1.4

The minutes were approved.

Charles Barry raised an issue about the ULU motion and the accuracy of what parts were taken. It was agreed
this would be reviewed and edited.
1.5

There were no matters arising.

2. Reports and accountability
2.1 Presidents’ Priorities
Toni outlined the following:
Building for the General Election
Students and Work
Real Education Change
Women in Leadership
2.2 Zone Convenors gave updates on their areas of work.
Joe Vinson outlined the following:
Real Education Change particularly around – convince UCAS and OIA to extend to FE
Fighting curriculum changes particularly around GCSEs
Liberate the curriculum
Fighting for information guidance and advice service
Rachel Wenstone outlined the following:
Real Education Change
Student rights and protection
Sector regulations
Red line papers in preparation for GE2015
Partnership work being taken forward
Arts Education and Arts Students
Students in health and social care
Raechel Mattey outlined the following:
Student Communities – how students create ‘home’
Regional community action – General Election building
Apprenticeships
Student Activities – student communities
Empowering diversity in the membership
Colum McGuire
Real Education Change
Homes fit for study – homes in private rented centre
Getting students to get involved
Student and advice
Key asks for local public services
Connor – an observer of the meeting arrived at 12:05
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Dom Anderson
Students at Work
Continuing work on living wage
Working with liberations campaigns on students at work as they’re more adversely affected
Working with UD on activist base and building community
Votes at 16
General Elections building
Ethical and Environmental work
Swaziland president was released on bail
There was a question on the potential of linking job creation with expropriating the banks. DA answered he
would be looking at where to allocate resources in the campaign and made the decision to put resource into a
realistic outcome and wins for students.
2.3 Liberation priorities were outlined.
Women’s campaign
Women in Leadership will be a priority
Student Carers research being launched
Disabled Students Campaign
Review of disabled students living allowance
Looking at how allowance is distributed in FE to be better delivered
LGBT
Real educational change – Monitoring, curriculum change,
Out in Sport – trans students
Black Students Campaign
Increasing black representation
Black history Month in October – guide
General election 2015 – black manifesto along with operation black vote
ARAF
European elections – to prevent Fascists being elected
Equality in Education – moving along work on attainment gap
Working with environmental groups
Maila is working on a Black women’s event
2.4 Sections outlined their priorities.
International

Fixed fees for international students
Campaign against Immigration changes and the current immigration rules for international students
A large research project on international students
Mature and Part time – haven’t
Working around student parents
Council Tax
NHS funding
Mature student funding
Student support
Postgraduate
Funding
Looking for student support
Work with UCU around postgraduates who teach
2.5 The nations outlined their priorities.
NUS Wales – Stephanie Lloyd
Imagine Education
Community engagement
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European elections
FE union development
NUS Scotland – Gordon Maloney
Free, Fair and Funded
Independence Referendum
Conference Mandate on referendum neutrality
NUS USI
Apprenticeships
2.6 There was nothing to report on the Scrutiny and Special Groups.
2.7 Block of 15 feedback
Peter Smallwood – Attended a London unions event on the discussions on ULU and pan London representation.

3. Discussion and Consultation
The Priority work 2013-14 discussion was moved to the end of the meeting

4. Motions and Proposals
4.1 NEC Standing Orders, Cycle of Business and Meeting dates
Typo on Point 18 (a) should say submit 14 days before meeting and presented to NEC 10 days before meeting
Typo on the dates should read 17th September for the next NEC date
There was an amendment made to the standing orders by Charles Barry to include the a clause to allow for a
chair’s ruling.
The paper was approved.
4.2 Workplans for Zones, Liberations and Sections
TP Presented the allocation of budgets for the workplans.
The paper was approved.
4.3 Detailed internal budgets
Rachel Presented the Dibs paper. The NEC approved the internal budgets.
4.4 Appointments and responsibilities
Typo of Colum’s McGuire name.
Change the NUT and BMA to British Medical Association and National Union of Teachers.
Toni will look at the allocation of women in the South and make the amendments
Pete Mercer should be taken out of the paper
Sky Yarlet wanted noted that they don’t like presidential appointments as it’s divisive in the FTO team.
4.5 Elections
Clerks to the NEC
James McAsh
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Ben Dilks
Charles Barry
RON
Nominations Committee
Jess Goldstone
RON
Jawanza Ipyana
RON
4.6 Ordinary Motions
Motion 1: Migration rules: the nose tightens
Speech For: Arianna Tassinari
Add Amendment to Motion 1
Speech for: Jawanza Ipyana
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Add Amendment to Motion 1
Speech for: Emma Barnes
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Parts to Full Motion 1. Remove Resolves 5 and 6
Speech for removing parts: Stephanie Lloyd
Speech against removing parts: Gordon Maloney
VOTE: PASSED (parts are removed)
Parts to Full Motion 1. Believes 7 and Resolves 7
Speech for removing parts: Finn McGoldrick
Speech against removing parts: James McAsh
VOTE: PASSED (parts are removed)
VOTE on full motion 1 as amended: PASSED
Elections announcement:
Dilks and McAsh are elected Clerks to NEC
Goldstone and Ipyana are elected to Nominations Committee
Motion 2: Affiliation
Speech for: Daniel Stevens
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 3: Anti-Racism and Anti-Facism
NEC further believes 10 bullet point 3.
Speech for Motion: Dom Anderson
Amendment to Motion 3
Speech for: Jawanza Ipyana
Speech against: None
VOTE:PASSED
Motion 7 has become an add amendment to Motion 3
Defending the Muslim community! Mobilise against racism and fascism!
Speech for: Rosie Huzzard
Speech against: Aaron Kiely
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Parts to Motion 7 remove Further believes 2, 3rd Bullet point
Speech for: Rachel Wenstone
Speech against: James McAsh
Speech for: Rachel Wenstone
Speech against: James McAsh
VOTE: PASSED (parts are removed)
Parts to Motion 7 remove further believes 1, 2nd bullet point
Speech for: Finn McGoldrick
Speech against: Rosie Huzzard
Speech for: Aaron Kiely
Speech against: Gordon Maloney
VOTE: PASSED (Parts are removed)
Vote for amendment as amended: PASSED with a recorded vote
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VOTE for full motion as amended: PASSED
Motion 4: Councillors against the cuts
Speech for: James McAsh
Speech against: Paul Abernethy
Speech for: Gordon Maloney
Speech against: Rachel Wenstone
VOTE: FELL
Motion 5: Expropriate the Banks
Speech for: Rosie Huzzard
Speech against: Dom Anderson
VOTE: FELL
Motion 6: Defend the NHS
Speech for: Gordon Maloney
Amendment 1 to Motion 6
Speech for: Arianna Tassinari
Speech against: none
VOTE: PASSED
Amendment to Motion 6
Speech for: Jawanza Ipyana
Speech against: None
VOTE:PASSED
Speech against amended motion: None
Parts to Motion 6 Remove resolves 1 and 3
Speech for: Colum McGuire
Speech against: James McAsh
VOTE: PASSED (parts removed)
Parts to Motion 6 Keep Resolves 2
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Speech for: Matt Stanley
Speech against: Peter Smallwood
VOTE: PASSED (resolves 2 passed into policy)
VOTE to amended motion: PASSED
Emergency Motion 1: Comprehensive Spending Review
Speech for: Joe Vinson
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Toni went back to paper on appointments on the task and finish (special committee) to highlight what it is.
AOB

Action list
Item

Action
th

May as

Lead

Deadline

Progress

AD

17/09/13

This has been amended

1

Make changes to the minutes from the 9
agreed in section 1.4

2

Make changes to the standing orders paper as agreed
in section 4.1

AD

17/09/13

This has been amended

3

Makes changes to the appointments paper as agreed
in section 4.4

AD

17/09/13

This has been amended

Resolutions:
Migration rules: the noose tightens
NEC Believes:
1. Students from Croatia, which joined the European Union on July 1st 2013, now face “transitional
arrangements” restricting their right to work similarly to the restrictions previously condemned by NUS
on Romanian & Bulgarian students;
2. Nine months after London Met's loss of Highly Trusted Sponsor status, some London Met students still
await the return of their passports and therefore are unable to leave the country;
3. Shortly before it was wound up and moved to direct Home Office control, UKBA were found to have
consistently missed targets for processing visas;
4. An additional 6% has been cut from the Home Office's budget in George Osborne's spending review,
meanwhile outsourcing of Home Office functions to scandal-ridden companies like G4S, Serco and
Capita continues;
5. International student numbers in FE are plummetting;
6. The Home Office intend to introduce £3,000 bonds for visitors and students from India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh, Ghana & Nigeria in November, arguing visitors from these countries are at
particular risk of violating visa conditions or using public services like the NHS. This list of countries
does not match the list of countries of origin of people in the UK most likely to violate visa conditions;
7. The attacks on the education landscape combined with the migration rules further disadvantages
international students who define into any liberation campaign for example the multitude of barriers for
disabled international students who, if from India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Ghana or Nigeria
face £3000 bonds for themselves, £3000 if they bring a carer and the additional support and equipment
costs that the HEI’s and the UK local and national government refuses to fund.
8. The government have consistently failed to provide any evidence that “benefit tourism” is occurring in
significant amounts.
9. Access to health care is a basic human right.
NEC Further believes:
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1. We have no reason to think the government will treat Croatians any better than the prejudiced,
xenophobic way they treat Romanians and Bulgarians;
2. Continued cuts & outsourcing are contributing to flagrantly unacceptable visa & permit delays for
students;
3. The singling out of nationals of six South Asian and African countries as less trustworthy than other
students leaves no doubt UK migration policy has a racist character. The bonds are likely to disrupt the
family lives of students from these countries and penalise students not from wealthy backgrounds;
4. Increasing the bureaucratic burden on people coming to the UK through English-language tests, bond
schemes, permits and other means, while cutting budgets and outsourcing to unaccountable private
sector firms, makes racist & xenophobic treatment of students by the government more likely;
5. This takes place against the background of a political climate in which increasingly cynical attempts are
made to exploit the legitimate anger and uncertainty caused by austerity and economic crisis by
diverting it to self-destructive ends through increased oppression of migrants, Muslims and Black
people.
6. Xenophobic and racist rhetoric is being ratcheted up as the 2014 European elections approach. NUS
must actively challenge these dangerous ideas, as well as the brutality of austerity which creates the
fertile soil of scarcity and desperation in which they may grow.
7. Government proposals to charge migrants for access to the NHS are capricious and unnecessary. There
is little evidence that the £30 million savings that the government are proposing are likely to be
achieved by excluding migrants from free healthcare. The projected cuts would represent less than 1%
of the NHS budget if achieved, but will have a significant impact on international students.
8. Despite paper commitments to granting leave to remain in the UK on compassionate grounds, the
UKBA and Home Office have often deported recent graduates whose lives depend on access to
advanced health care which they cannot obtain in their home countries.
NEC Resolves:
1. We will work more closely with ARISS (Association of Romanian International Students' Societies),
SAND (Students' Association of Nigerians in Diaspora) and other international student networks to push
back against visa restrictions;
2. We call for the reversal of cutbacks and privatisation of Home Office functions;
3. We demand an anti-racist migration policy in the UK. We oppose the introduction of bonds, work
permits and the Home Office-run English language interview scheme;
4. We will actively encourage in-work students of all backgrounds to join and be involved in trade unions.
This is especially important for international students, whom employers sometimes seek to superexploit as a pool of cheap labour, or even as part of attempts to weaken existing union agreements, for
example through the use of agency staff;
5. NUS will ensure that any and all work undertaken against migration rules does not leave behind those
who’s intersectional identities places them at further disadvantage.
6. To oppose all proposals to exclude migrants to the UK from free-at-the-point-of-use access to the NHS.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Affiliation
NEC Believes

1. Collaborating closely with migrant groups and supporting their campaigns is important in
combating growing anti-immigration sentiments.
2. Notes previous motions on migration.

NEC Resolves

1.
2.

To affiliate to the Migrants Rights Network.
To affiliate to the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Anti-Racism and Anti-fascism
NEC Believes:
1. Far right mobilisations, such as those of the English Defense League’s (EDL) and the British National
Party (BNP) are a threat to society.
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2. It is a national priority for the student movement to stop fascists from winning MEP seats by mobilising
the progressive majority to vote.
3. The student movement must never give a platform to fascists because fascism seeks to eliminate free
speech and democracy, and annihilate its opponents and minorities.
4. Giving fascists a platform in the student movement destroys the safe spaces our campuses must be for
Black, Jewish, Muslim, women, LGBT and disabled people.
5. Racism is a scourge in society, including on campuses, it must be opposed.
6. Discrimination and harassment of Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities – among the most
marginalised minorities in the UK – is considered an “acceptable” form of racism.
7. The violent eviction of 83 families from Dale Farm, which was home to almost 1,000 people for more
than 30 years. This cost Basildon council £7 million!
8. More than 90% of Travellers planning applications are initially rejected by local government authorities,
compared to 20% overall.
9. Basildon council recently voted to take ‘direct action’ against families living at the roadside near Dale
Farm.
10. While the BNP and EDL are in disarray, the far right remains a serious threat, taking inspiration from
the Front National in France and the rise of Golden Dawn in Greece.
11. Fascist views towards disabled people is evermore becoming mainstream with disability hate crimes
reported in England and Wales at its highest levels since records began and some police force areas
reporting more than a 160% year on year increase. This has been fuelled by fascists using public
platforms, for example, to advocate for the compulsory abortion of disabled foetuses.
12. The dramatic increase in racist, mainly anti-Muslim, incidents and attacks since the brutal murder of
Lee Rigby by Islamists in Woolwich.
13. The launching of groups around the 'Anti-Fascist Network' by activists dissatisfied with Unite Against
Fascism, including South London Anti-Fascists, which has played a major role in recent
mobilisations. antifascistnetwork.wordpress.com
14. That there is an urgent need to us to mobilise students to fight Islamophobia, racism and fascism,
including on counter-demonstrations against the EDL, BNP and similar groups.
15. That student unions and student activists should contact mosques and Muslim community organisations
to offer support for self-defence.
16. That we must also oppose attacks on civil liberties, for instance the resurrection of the Communications
Data Bill or “snooper's charter”.
17. That the media's coverage of the Woolwich killing has contrasted with its usual lack of interest in racist
attacks.
18. That the main victims of Islamism, both in this extreme and in more moderate forms, are Muslims and
ex-Muslims - women, LGBT people, secularists and atheists, left-wingers and dissident/critical people in
Muslim communities.
19. That everything said about anti-Roma and Traveller racism in the motion remitted from national
conference is correct.
NEC Further Believes:
1. NUS must actively campaign against racism, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and the far right as these are
dangers which threaten the welfare of millions of our members.
2. The BNP is a fascist organisation which stands for an “all white Britain”, a goal which can only be
achieved by violence, the annihilation of entire groups of people and the ending of democracy.
3. BNP leader Nick Griffin and Andrew Brons are standing for re-election to the European Parliament in
2014. It should be a national priority for the student movement to stop fascists from winning MEP seats
by mobilising the progressive majority to vote.
4. The student movement must never give a platform to fascists because fascism seeks to eliminate free
speech, democracy and annihilate its opponents and minorities.
5. The lesson of the 1930s was that the Nazis used violence to gain power and carry out a Holocaust. They
slaughtered millions – in the gas chambers and concentration camps – of Jewish people, Eastern
Europeans, communists and trade unionists, Romani, LGBT and disabled people.
6. Giving fascists a platform in the student movement destroys the safe spaces our campuses must be for
Black, Jewish, Muslim, women, LGBT and disabled people.
7. The racism and disadvantage experienced by Roma and Traveller is a disgrace.
8. The eviction of Traveller sites is a form of discrimination which results in people being forced onto the
road against their will and children being pulled out of education.
9. Conditions feeding the far right include:

•
•

Widespread racism, encouraged by a government and press promoting the idea that
immigration is a major
cause of social problems;
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•
•

Huge cuts and perceptions of a struggle for scarce resources, which the far right actively
exploits;
A labour movement failing to challenge narratives around multiculturalism having failed.

10. We need an anti-fascist movement which:
• Is genuinely democratic, allowing activists to debate the way forward;
• Challenges all racism, including Islamophobia and anti-semitism, and campaigns for
migrants' rights;
• Mobilises to drive fascists off the streets, instead of calling for state bans;
• Unites workers and communities for demands to undercut the demagogy of the far right:
black and white, all religions and none, British-born and migrant – unite and fight for jobs,
homes and services for all.
11. That there are a number of problems with Unite Against Fascism
•
Its lack of internal democracy and accountability, including for the behaviour of senior members (in
particular the Martin Smith affair);
•
Its downplaying of women's oppression and LGBT oppression in the name of 'unity';
•
Its failure to deal with broader political issues feeding the growth of racism and fascism.
12. We need local anti-fascist campaigns and a national anti-fascist network which
•
Is genuinely democratic, allowing activists to debate the way forward;
•
Challenges all racism, including Islamophobia and anti-semitism; campaigns for migrants' rights;
and actively takes up, rather than downplaying, LGBT and women's oppression;
•
Seeks to unite workers and communities for demands to undercut the demagogy of the far right:
black and white, all religions and none, British-born and migrant – unite and fight for jobs, homes
and services for all.

•

NEC Resolves:
1. To actively challenge racism, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and fascism on our campuses and in our
communities.
2. To campaign for no platform for fascists within NUS or in our Students’ Unions.
3. Launch a massive student voter registration drive as part of campaign to get Griffin and Brons out of
the European Parliament in 2014.
4. Reaffirm our support for NUS organising an annual Anti-Racism/Anti-Fascism Conference and providing
adequate resources for this work.
5. Continue working with Searchlight, One Society Many Cultures and Love Music Hate Racism.
6. To work with self-organised Gypsy, Roma and Traveller groups, as well as the Traveller Solidarity
Network.
7. To produce dedicated NUS campaigning materials based on these arguments, including a campaign
guide for Constituent Members and student activists.
8. To establish contact and organise discussions about working together with the Anti-Fascist Network.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Defend the NHS
NEC believes
1. That the fight to defend the NHS is extremely important, and that it is our duty to mobilise students as
part of it.
2. That the recent government’s announcement of proposals to introduce charges for non-EU migrants to
access NHS services constitutes a further attack on the public character of the NHS;
3. That these proposals are essentially xenophobic in character, and are likely to disproportionately affect
international students in the UK;
4. That is fundamental that any campaign to defend the NHS also includes a firm and principled opposition
to any proposal to introduce charges for NHS treatment for foreigners.
5. That the fight to defend wider health and care services under the control of local authorities

and the department of health is extremely important particularly within the context of a lack
of media coverage. It is our duty to mobilise and educate students about the numerous cuts
to services such as social care and services for the disabled.
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NEC resolves
1. To support the 29 September demonstration in defence of the NHS at Tory party conference called by
Unite the Union, and work with constituent members to mobilise students.
2. To publicly oppose any proposals to introduce charges for NHS treatment for migrants, and to include
opposition to these proposals as a major component of any broader campaign to defend the NHS as a
public and free health service.
***
Fight for Labour to carry out its policy: rebuild the NHS!
We are campaigning for the Labour Party to develop and fight for the policy on the NHS agreed by its
conference, and for the next Labour government to carry it out.
Many Constituency Labour Parties submitted policy to the 2012 party conference calling for a clear commitment
to repealing the Tories' Health and Social Care Act, reversing privatisation and marketisation, and restoring the
NHS as a public service. The conference passed a composite resolution based on these motions unanimously.
We welcome commitment to repeal the Act, but reject arguments against 'top down reorganisation'. The Health
and Social Care Act represented a comprehensive reorganisation to subordinate the NHS to market forces. We
want a comprehensive reorganisation of the health service in order to save and restore it.
We want a return to the founding principles of the NHS: quality healthcare for all on the basis of need, as a
right, in a publicly owned, publicly funded, publicly provided and publicly accountable system. To achieve that,
we will campaign for and demand Labour campaigns for:
1. Complete repeal of the Health and Social Care Act and its associated ?competition regulations?.
2. Abolition of the new provision allowing 49 percent private beds in NHS hospitals.
3. Restoration of the Secretary of State's duty to provide a comprehensive service.
4. NHS organisations to be the preferred provider of care in all cases.
5. Reversal of the Tories' funding cuts and provision of adequate funding.
6. Abolition of the obscenely wasteful and inefficient internal market/purchaser-provider split.
7. Cancellation of Private Finance Initiative debts, which are dragging down many hospitals and NHS trusts;
replace PFI with direct funding.
8. Halting and reversal of privatisation and outsourcing at every level.
9. Abolition of Foundation Trusts, replacement of CCGs by democratic local health authorities.
10. Decent, national pay, terms and conditions and pensions for NHS workers, and a democratic voice for them
in how the service is run.
We reject the argument that there is no money in society to pay for restoring the health service. The NHS was
created at a time when British society as a whole was much poorer than now. Taxation of rising dividend
payments and the incomes of the rich, and using the wealth of the nationalised banks for social purposes, are
potentially rich sources of funds. In addition, abolishing market mechanisms and PFI would save many billions.
We will work with members of the Labour Party, health workers' organisations, the broader trade union
movement and NHS campaigners to defend our health service and fight for these policies.
***
____________________________________________________________________
CSR
NEC believes:
1. The Comprehensive Spending Review for 2015/16 announced on 26 June 2013 involved cuts to the BIS
budget including:
a. Axing the £150 million National Scholarship Programme
b. A further £45 million cut to the HEFCE teaching budget
c. A real-terms cut to student maintenance grants
d. £260 million cuts to FE provision
e. The CSR also announced new burdens on jobseekers including:
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f. Longer waits for eligibility
g. Increased frequency of signing in
h. Sanctions for non-English speakers who fail to attend courses to improve their English
i. Requiring single parents with children aged over 3 to work
j. Requirement to annually re-verify any claim that is conditional on specific circumstances
2. The measures announced in this austerity CSR will fall particularly hard on poorer young people and
graduates trying to afford their education or seek employment following a qualification.
3. The government is also attempting to sell the student loan book into the hands of private finance.
4. The consequence of a student loan book sale will be reduced accountability of government to students and
incentivising changes to the terms and conditions on which loans are offered that are unfavourable to
students.
NEC resolves:
1. To strongly condemn the government for punishing the most vulnerable students and graduates for the
failures of unregulated private finance.
2. To work to make the case for public investment in education, particularly further education whose students
have been hit the hardest during the term of this government.
3. To lobby ministers across the UK to recognise and address the negative impact of the current public
spending settlement and make redress.
4. To work to expose the combined impacts of a punishing bureaucracy and a faltering graduate job market
on student and graduate jobseekers.
5. To oppose the sale of the student loan book under any terms that harm students.
6. To continue to lobby for the terms and conditions of student loans to be fixed in law.
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Report
President
Author:

Toni

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Students and Work
Women in Leadership
Real Education Change
General Election

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Developing our plan and publishing research with New Economics Foundation on graduate
employment
Signed agreement between NUS and TUC
Women only spaces at summer training events and the beginning of pilot on diversifying
elections
Meeting with OIA to discuss institutional complaints in FE
Meeting with UCAS to discuss a single application and admissions system for post 16
education
Planning for community organising academy

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
Officer Development
Programme
NUS Officer Induction
Clearing

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Attending Summer Training events over 8 weeks
Developing and delivering the Full Time Officer induction programme
#NUSclearing with clear agreements from UCAS to make changes to clearing and
application system

Key Performance Indicators
Area
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Students at Work
Community
Community
Community
Community
Women and Leadership
Women and Leadership
Women and Leadership
Women and Leadership
Real Education Change
Real Education Change
Real Education Change
Real Education Change
Real Education Change
Real Education Change

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
12 regional community organising and employment events hosted
Research findings collated and summarised for public audience
Produce collaborative think-piece on student employment issues by the Employment
Commission
Organise a Day of Action on students at work
20 students’ unions initiate campaigns on the Living Wage
20 students’ unions ban the advertising of unpaid internships through their Careers
Services and JobShops
Creation of online hub on student employment issues
Literature review and briefings produced
8 x Skills for Change Events Delivered (August/September)
We Are The Change Event (October 2013)
12 x student-staff community organisers in post (October/November 2013-)
10 x local I am/We Are The Change events
50 women leaders mentored for 1 year
50,000 more votes in elections – the majority being from Women
20% increase in the number of women standing in students’ union elections
100% of staff to have attended equality and diversity training
Creation of a pilot with the 157 group underpinned by an MOA
Agreed plan of action by UCAS; launch of lobby resource for FE unions to lobby for sign-up
Remove students from net migration figures: Either won OR government or opposition
parties agree to action this in next Parliament
Fixed T’s and C’s on loans: either won OR government or opposition parties agree to action
this in next Parliament
10 more PG champions as a result of SU lobbies; SU engagement across the range of PG
funding pilots
Pilot project with OIA; feasibility paper for UCAS changes
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Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Understanding and supporting
your membership
Meeting with Future First
Y Talwrn/The Gathering/The
Lough-In
Tolpuddle Martyrs Festival
Meeting with UCAS
Education and Representation
Leading Active Student
Involvement
Lead and Change UWE/Lancaster
Partnerships for Change
conference
National Union of Ghana
Students Congress
Student Media Summit
Recruitment of Interim Policy
Director
Interview with i
Frances O’Grady meeting
Shabana Mahmoud meeting
David Willetts meeting
Paul Blomfield meeting
Trilateral meeting

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Delivered a keynote on Women in Leadership
Meeting to discuss NUS’ working relationship and support of Future First
Meeting and presenting NUS’ priorities to new student officers in the Nations
Speaking at Tolpuddle Martyrs Festival on NUS and Trades Union links
Discussing the future of UCAS Progress and post-16 applications and admissions
Education officer course – delivering priorities & training
Activities/sport/societies officer course – delivering priorities & training
HE Student officer training course – delivering priorities & training
Panel debate on partnerships between Student Associations and Colleges
Keynote greetings at National Union of Ghana Students Congress in Accra
Addressing NUS/Amnesty Student Media Summit
Recruitment complete
Meeting about future working relationship
TUC agree
Regular catch-up
Regular catch-up
Voter registration, University All-Party Parliamentary Group
Regular Tri-lateral Meeting

Catch up with Queen’s University
President

UUK dinner

Spoke about the relationship between NUS and TUC, the challenges that students are
facing and called for action.
Role of economy.
Speaking to Universities UK.

Lib Dem conference

Speaking at a fringe event.

2 speeches at TUC Congress
Industrial Strategy Conference

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Students and Work
Women in Leadership
Real Education Change
General election
Meeting with UUK

What I hope to achieve
Developing Living Wage/Unpaid internship campaigning & employment summit – putting
together student employer accreditation scheme
Working with students’ unions in the diversifying the movement pilot and developing the
mentoring system for women officers
Lobbying on Sharia law compliant loans, UCAS & OIA extension to FE and against sale of
student loan book
We are the change community organising academy and funding for community organising
projects
Continue regular catch ups with Nicola Dandridge – CEO of UUK

UWL Fresher’s Ball
Conservative Party Conference
Judging THE Awards
Compass Education Advisory
Council Meeting
Union visits with Ben – Exeter,
Cornwall College, University of
Bristol, UWE, Bath
Speaking at Women Leading
the Way at Sheffield
Visit to Sunderland
Zones
Speaking at UCLAN Annual
Members meeting and Politics

Fringe events
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Society

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Birmingham Guild of Students
Birmingham City University
Students’ Union
Summer Training

Purpose and anything to report on
Meeting with president to discuss plans and priorities for the year and provide support
Meeting with president to discuss plans and priorities for the year and provide support
Meeting, training and supporting student officers

Media engagement and external relations
Purpose
Apprentice Research
#NUSclearing
State school students at
Universities

Outlet
HuffPost Students, Daily Telegraph (Front Page), FE Week,
Times Higher Education, The Guardian,
The Independent,

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Gifts/Dinner/Accommodation from the
National Union of Ghana Students
Mug from MTV

Further comment
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Report
Vice President (Further Education)
Author:

Joe Vinson

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Real Education Change
(Organisation Priority shared
with Toni Pearce, Rachel
Wenstone and Colum McGuire)
Fighting regressive
qualifications and curriculum
policy

#keepFEteachersqualified

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Visited UCAS with Toni Pearce to discuss extended application system. Good opportunity to
test where UCAS sit on the issue. Toni Pearce leading on next steps.
Launched a survey asking the membership what their thoughts are on GCSE and A-Level
reforms. We have used this data to inform some of our consultation responses we have
made to the Department for Education and will continue to do so. Dom Anderson lead on
most of the A-Level results day media coverage, and highlighted our concerns about the
reforms on national television. We have also ensured that our concerns about the reforms
from a liberation perspective have also been highlighted to the government and the media.
Launched a campaign at Lead and Change 2 to retain the statutory requirement of
teachers in FE institutions to hold a recognised teaching qualification. This involved a blog,
a survey, lobby your MP online tool and work with the Institute for Learning. Blog was
published in an IfL thought pamphlet on the issue alongside articles leading sector
individuals. More action will be taken soon including open letters to ministers and
challenging the process in which the decision was made.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
16-19 Qualifications Policy and
Research Officer appointed

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We now have capacity within the zone to produce research and create detailed policy on
16-19 qualifications. This is important due to the government’s reform taking place in this
area.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Release of 5 “voices” policy
position papers
Publication of 2 pieces of
research – one on GCSEs, one
on work experience
3 x meetings of student
commission on IAG
Learner Voice Quality
Framework (LVQF) website
launched

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
We started to compile 5 policy position papers. We are aiming to release these by the end
of the year at the very latest
The new 16-19 Qualifications Policy and Research officer has now been appointed and will
begin these research projects soon. Some surveying on GCSE reform has already taken
place.
The IAG student commission will be set up this year and we have already secured some
sector bodies who are willing to give evidence.
Not yet started.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
26th – 28th July 2013: FE
Leadership
2nd – 4th July: Students’ Unions
2013
9th July: Meeting with UCU
9th July: Attended FE Guild
steering group
10th July: Skills Funding Agency
Board (BIS)

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Political Lead at FE Leadership. Training residential for this year’s cohort of FE officers,
around 80 officers trained.
Attended as NEC. NUS flagship event.
Discussion about FE funding mechanisms and impending changes to the system.
Secured a learner representative for the board of the Education and Training Foundation
(formerly the FE Guild).
Discussed the scrapping of “low-value” qualifications and secured NUS input into a review
of the National Careers Service.
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19th – 20th July: Y Talwrn
22nd July: Visited UCAS HQ with
Toni Pearce
23rd – 26th July: Education and
Representation
13th – 16th July: Lead and
Change 2
29th July: Skills Funding Agency
(BIS)

Attended as NEC. Networking event for HE officers in Wales.
Met with senior leadership team of UCAS, including the CEO, in regards to a universal
application service for FE and HE.
Attended as NEC to help with training. Over 100 officers were trained at this event.
Attended as NEC to help with training. Over 100 officers were trained at this event.
Discussed how the SFA could improve the National Careers Service. Chief Exec of NCS
agreed to give evidence to the commission on IAG when it is formed.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Key Performance Indicators

Attendance at events/meetings

Membership Engagement

What I hope to achieve
•
Send letter to the Parliamentary Scrutiny Committee for Secondary Legislation on
FE Teacher Quals.
•
Send letters to DfE, Ofqual and relevant select committees on GCSE and A Level
Reform.
•
Respond to Ofqual GCSE consultation.
•
GCSEs constituency lobby pack to be provided to unions during freshers.
•
Attend ATL President's Reception (5th September)
Labour Party Conference (22nd – 25th September)
Meet with the Chief Exec of the Association of Colleges (AoC) (9th October)
Attend FE skills in NUS Wales (22nd October)
Zone Conferences (27th October – 1st November)
Attend NUS-USI FEstival (5th & 6th November)
Visiting Leeds City College SU, Leeds University Union, Dudley College SU, Bradford
College SU and Highbury College SU
Spending two days in Northern Ireland with NUS-USI attending Freshers’ Fairs in FE
Unions.
Spending three days in Wales with NUS Wales visiting FE Unions and discussing priorities
for the year.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
20th August - Glasgow Clyde
College
28th August – City of Bath
College

Purpose and anything to report on
College has just merged. Visited the President to see how it’s going and to offer advice
about the new year.
New sabbatical officer role in place. Visited with a NUS staff member to talk about local
and national campaign priorities.

Media engagement and external relations
Media Outlet
Yorkshire Post
Institute for Learning

Purpose and anything to report on
Coverage on GCSE results day and what the options are.
Published in “Should teaching qualifications be left to chance?” leaflet.

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
None

Further comment
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Report
Vice President (Higher Education)
Author:

Rachel Wenstone

Date Produced:

30/08/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
PGT Funding
Education policy and education
voices
Students as partners /
Democratic institutions
Student Led Teaching Awards

Opening up education: access,
retention and student success
Public information review
HE Regulation
Outsourcing
Small and Specialist

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Continued to work with students’ unions to sign up PG champions. Continue to lobby
Government and have a meeting with HE Minister planned. Attend Demos roundtable on
PGT funding which progressed out conversations with Government.
Putting together agenda for HE zone which creates an open environment for policy
creation.
Created a video to be used in NUS training events and by SUs for their course rep training.
Delivered numerous sessions across summer training events / students unions about
partnership. Moving into a new year’s plan with 20 unions having undertaken partnership
work with us.
Successfully supported 24 unions (with a focus on small and specialist) to run SLTAs. Audit
of HE SUs showed that 70% HE unions in UK are now running SLTAs. We will fund 25 more
Sus this year to deliver awards, and work with an extra 10 unions this year just to use the
nominations data previously collected.
Following the launch of the opening up education online resource, we’ve been delivering
sessions on this topic across training events and students’ unions. We continue to work
with NEON and advise SUs with their access, retention and success work
Working with the sector to look at NSS review
Planning our work around this issue over the coming year. Looking to impact on wider
regulation of the sector, student protections and rights in the sector and in individual HEIs
Working with Unison to create a joint guide on campaigning against outsourcing
Delivered sessions at small and specialist training and held our NUS/Guild HE event in May
2013.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
Global student exchanges
Education officer excellent
framework
Year planning / HE zone
meeting
Complaints and appeals

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Funding 5 unions to carry out international research projects.
Framework launched at EdReps, with action research sets organised for the first term.
Brought second year education officers together to talk about their priorities and
supporting the movement.
Worked with fellow officers and zones to plan work for year ahead.
Continuing to work with the OIA on their Pathway 3 document about resolution of student
complaints and appeals.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Launch of general election education manifesto
Democratic Institutions Research report released
10 case studies developed of student officers as educational change leaders
Health, social care and initial teacher research published
Arts education SU resource published
Induction report published
2 Guild HE events

Outcomes and/or actions taken or
agreed on
June 2014
April 2014
March 2014
January 2014
Feb 2014
Autumn 2013 and Summer 2014

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
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QAA Student Advisory Board – 08/05
Judging partnership awards with the
HEA – 14/05
HEPI / HEA Summer Conference
NUS Audit, Risk and Remuneration
Committee
NUS/Guild HE Summer event –
22/05
HEFCE/OFFA Roundtable - 23/05
NACADA International Conference –
05 to 07/06
OIA Annual Meeting 13/06
FTO Induction 17/06 – 25/06
QAA Annual Reception and Board 19
and 20/06
Times Higher Awards 20/06
HEA Annual Conference 04/07
Corporate Forms and Structures
Meeting 10/07
Demos Postgrad Taught funding
Roundtable 11/07
Student Engagement Meeting 17/07
NSS Steering Group 18/07
Meeting at HEFCE on new HEFCE
funded student engagement and
partnership unit 21/08
CASE conference 28/08

Chaired the meeting – agenda included discussion around future QAA student
engagement work and BIS public information review
New award given to university and students’ union who work together in partnership
- criteria looked at strategic approach taken
Spoke for 20 mins and answered questions on the title ‘What’s important to
applicants and students – how do students decide?’
Chaired
Spoke at and delivered a session at this event, co-organised by HE Zone and Guild HE
Discussion around student success, retention and progression to feed into HEFCE /
OFFA national strategy for access, retention and success to be published in the
Autumn
Delivered a session entitled ‘How can university induction prepare our diverse student
body to be academically engaged?’
Spoke and answered questions about the title ‘Putting students at the heart of the
system’

Presenting Partnership Award
Membership includes BIS, QAA, feeds into the Regulatory Partnership Group
Spoke and answered questions on PGT funding. Round table included Minister for HE,
representatives of mission groups, university staff and journalists
With NUS, QAA and HEFCE to talk about public information review
Sector meeting to discuss progress and process of review
Meeting with Sir Alan Langland at HEFCE to discuss how the new unit will work and
ideas for first year work.
Spoke and answered questions on the title ‘Students today – alumni forever: the
importance of collaborative student engagement in advancement today’

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Education manifesto for GE 2015
PGT Funding
HE Regulation
Arts education SU resource
published

What I hope to achieve
Attending all three Party Conferences in order to attend and speak at fringes and
influence policy. Will launch a ‘where we stand’ document to membership to help
articulate what we believe in coming up to the election.
Will meet with HE Minister to discuss PGT loans and the £25 million universities are
bidding for PGT pilot projects.
Set out where we stand and what we’re asking for. Attend RPG meeting to make this
clear.
Begin work with membership on this.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Manchester Met SU - 7/05
Sheffield University SU – 10/05
Liverpool Guild of Students – 15/05
Surrey University SU – 21/05
Portsmouth Uni SU – 30/05
Liverpool SU – 31/05
Leeds Uni Union - 1/06
MOOCs development day – 14/06
Students’ Unions 2013 / NUS Awards
– 2 and 3/07
Handover Aldwych Meeting 3/07
Warwick Uni SU 09/07
Top Gun 10/07
Education and Representation 2326/07
Lead & Change Bristol 6-7/08
Lead & Change Lancaster 13-16/08
The Gathering 22/08
Sections committee training 23/08
Sussex Uni SU 27/08

Purpose and anything to report on
Speaking and presenting an award at their student led teaching awards
Speaking and presenting an award at their student led teaching awards
Attended the Guild Awards
Attended at spoke at staff/officer summer training day
Speaking at student led teaching awards
Speaking and presenting an award at their student led teaching awards
Attended Summer Ball
Officers from Lancaster and Bristol and staff from Warwick present
Attended and delivered a session on WP
Attended
Delivered handover session HE priorities, and introduction to NUS
Brought second year education officers together in NUS HQ
Officer development program for education officers - 98 delegates attended.

Attended
Could not attend as much of this as I would have liked due to illness
Meeting with Education Officer to discuss her plans for the year
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Small & Specialist Training 29-30/08

Attended and delivered a session on partnership

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
Sky Commercial Channels Radio 14/05
BBC Breakfast TV, BBC Radio
Humberside, BBC News 24 TV, BBC
5 Live Radio - 15/05

Purpose and anything to report on
To discuss the HEPI/Which? Report on satisfaction of students paying £9k
(satisfaction has decreased)
As above

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Rep Water Bottle from Sussex SU
Lunch from the OIA
Ticket to the Times Higher Awards

Further comment
It’s excellent for storing ice-cold refreshment.
After their annual conference
It was well posh
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Report
VICE PRESIDENT UNION DEVELOPMENT
Author:

Raechel Mattey

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Work, Community and
Women in Leadership
Priorities
‘Skills for change’

Designing 10 Models of
student communities and
10 models of democracy
Officer Development
Programme

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
A number of the overall ‘A new deal for the next generation’ priorities will be
delivered through the UD zone (please see priorities update for more
information)
As part of the priority campaigns Students in the Community and building for the
GE 2015, Skills for change is our new training initiative to support you in
developing student activists on your campus. 8 train the trainer days (including
one in each nation) over 120 staff and officers, from over 70 unions have
attended these days so far.
Supporting unions to understand how their students engage with their union
through the communities they build and how that can enhance the number of
people involved in their democratic process. 10 pilot unions have been chosen to
start the research which will commence in October.
The Officer Development Programme (ODP) took place across the summer, and
the residential courses attracted over 600 delegates. Feedback is currently being
collated, but for our Lead and Change course, there was an overall satisfaction of
90%, a real testament to the quality of our tutors and full time officers on the
courses. We will reviewing the ODP over the next three months to implement
any changes into the programme for next year and what our training offer looks
like for the rest of the year (including online provision).

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
Election data Report 2013

Pan London Representation

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
The annual report highlights that at least 266,965 students voted in sabbatical
officer elections in 2013 (increased by 44,000 since 2012). Whilst it’s great to
celebrate an increased number of students voting in sabbatical officer elections,
reflecting carefully on who votes and why is important. Now the focus is on NUS
supporting students’ unions to broaden the diversity of candidates, voters and
ultimately winners in elections.
Following on from conference mandate, developing a representative structure
that supports London unions. Please see separate Pan London paper for more
information.

NUS Charitable Services Report (to note)
Area
Student Opportunities
(Work on Student Activities,
Volunteering, Sport, Media
and enterprise)

Further comment
-We’re in the process of developing an online resource hub for Student
Opportunities. This will be launched at UD Zone conference at the end of
October. It will contain guidance and inspiration resources, templates and
example documents, training files.
-There have been two monthly webinars held about supporting student activities,
the first based on give it a go programmes and the second on deepening
participation. Over 80 staff and officers have taken part so far, and these are
now a monthly occurrence to support our capacity building work in this area.
- Discussions have progressed well with Student Hubs and Barclays about
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SUEI/ Quality Mark

Strategic Support Unit

National Society of
Apprentices

student volunteering week 2014. The plans have been signed off and the awards
have been launched to students’ unions.
- Still to launch, Opportunities barometer, Research into the impact of student
opportunities, HE/FE activities partnership, increased work with NASTFA, scoping
Student Activities conference, student media development plan.
Redevelop and launch new quality mark. Test pilot taking place in September
There has been a great deal of interest from unions wishing to sign up and we
are confident of a full cohort upon launch in October. A grant of £300,000 from
HEFCE to ensure a managed transition to the new scheme over the first two
years. This will allow us to accelerate our plans and recruit new staff to deliver
the scheme. FE unions.
11 diagnostics took place across the academic year, all with excellent feedback.
We have worked in some way with 47 students’ unions across the year and
supported the recruitment of 10 new union CEOs. A complete review of the unit
has been taking place across the summer following the last of the diagnostics
being undertaken. This review takes into account some of the key learning
points from the first two years of operation and the increased capacity of the
team with the addition of the development consultants earlier in the year.
Work on the society is developing in the charity with the aim to raise the quality,
value and perceptions of vocational education in the UK by:
Providing access to membership benefits and discounts, researching the needs,
views and experiences of members. Work is developing with relationships made
with a number of apprentice providers, models of participation and membership
are being developed.

NUS Services Report (to note)
Area
Ownership

NUS Digital

NUS Analytics and Big Data

Projects

Further comment
At the end of August we achieved 87% of A shares, and 84% of B shares
returned back to NUS Services. This didn’t achieve the 90% we needed to
change the ownership structure and improve efficiencies of services before the
August deadline. We will continue to work to gain remaining shares for the
overall December deadline, however this will affect the affiliation fee efficiencies
we were hoping to make.
31 unions on the NUS Digital platform (beating target of 25-28 by mid- August).
This now gives NUS a reach of over 500k students, accessible via ChannelNUS.
We launched the Big Idea’ FE Income Accelerator Initiative from NUS – Unveiling
of our innovative full service proposition to help colleges & associations generate
revenue through commercial digital services and ring-fence income for Student
Voice activities.
Our digital tool to help support the drive for quality standards within Students’
Unions and also unlock the potential for aggregated data use to support NUS
policy work has also been evolving over the summer. Launching fully in early
2014 we see NUS Analytics as a key piece of the jigsaw help realise the potential
for rich data concerning undisputed, live statistics at local SU level to help NUS
in its core areas of work.
New areas of work this year will focus on, Letting agents, franchising NUS Extra
to additional areas, additional support for non-grant funded SU, external trading,
data.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
FE Leadership
Students’ Unions 2013 and
NUS Awards.
British Universities and
College Sport (BUCS)
Conference
Comms for Action
Y Talwrn
Education and

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Officer Development Programme
Over 720 different people interacted with the conference in some way. Feedback
indicates an 87.6% recommendation rating. There were over 600 nominations
for the NUS awards from 114 different unions in HE & FE. We were very pleased
with the standard of nominations and the awards event was a great success.
Build relationship with BUCS, meet staff and officers. Follow up meeting booked
in with Ben Kernighan (NUS CEO) Alison Chappel (Head of NUS Charitable
Services) and BUCS Senior leadership to discuss partnerships moving forward.
Officer Development Programme
Wales Summer Officer Development Programme
Officer Development Programme
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Representation
Leading Active Student
Representation
Lead and Change (Bristol
and Lancaster)
The Gathering
Sections Training
NUS and Amnesty Student
Media Summit
Small and Specialist
RAG conference

Officer Development Programme
Officer Development Programme
Scotland Officer Development Programme
Working with sections committees to allow them to shape the organisations
priorities.
Further work developing work with Student Media
Officer Development Programme- First time this course has existed
Creating links with NASTFA committee on collaborative work.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Preparation for Zone
Conferences
‘We are the Change’

What I hope to achieve
Working to ensure UD zone is engaging and relevant. Having successfully gained
a travel subsidy to ensure all zone conferences are more accessible and diverse,
publicising this and targeting specific unions that have never been represented
before.
Tuesday 16th October we are holding a community organising event that
supports officers and students to develop community campaigns and activism.
We already have the TUC, Citizens UK (plus lots more) signed up to support us
with the event.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Birmingham and
Birmingham City
Lincoln SU
Bishop Grosseteste SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Due to ODP I haven’t visited as many unions as I would have liked (including no
FE!) prioritising FE visits and nations visits between now and next NEC.
During RAG conference and Skills for change Birmingham. Meeting officers
talking about plans for the year.
Meeting officers.
Talking about NUS Small and Specialist area of work

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
BBC Article on Wacky
Student clubs

Purpose and anything to report on
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-23574237

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Lincoln SU Graduation ball

Further comment
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Report
Vice President Society and Citizenship
Author:

Dom Anderson

Date Produced:

30/08/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Employment
General Election (Communities)

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
•
Developed the proposed work plan for this area of work.
•
Consulted with the membership on their priorities in this area of work
•
•
•
•

Interviewed for a Community Organiser to coordinate/facilitate local work
Met with Bite the Ballot to talk about voter registration campaigns
Been involved in setting out the vision for our community organiser training
Spoke on a panel with Chloé Smith MP at a joint event with the Cabinet Office and
networks of Electoral Registration Officers UK wide to discuss students and IER
(Individual Electoral Registration)

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
Maxwell Dlamini

E&E Work

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
•
Maxwell was released from prison on bail
•
Released a statement and was quoted in several Pan-African media sources
•
Maxwell was recently awarded African Student Activist of the year
•
We look to continue strengthening our relationship with ACTSA (Action for
Southern Africa)
•
Spoke on numerous panels about our work
•
HEFCE/NUS Student Green fund awarded to unions

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
100 delegates attend SCZC

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Begun planning for Soc & Cit Zone Conference

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Bite the Ballot
EAUC
HEA Conference
Cabinet Office and IER

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Met and discussed future partnership options
Spoke on a panel about Students involvement in Greening the curriculum
As above
Spoke on panel about students and IER (individual electoral registration)

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Meeting with HEFCE
Speaking at a TUC fringe on
sustainability
Labour Party Conference
NHS Demo At Conservative
Party Conference

What I hope to achieve
Meeting with HEFCE to discuss SGF
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Membership Engagement
Member Union
SUARTS

Purpose and anything to report on
Visited and talked about their fantastic work on unpaid internships

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
ITV interview
Cabinet Office and IER
BBC Interview
Numerous quotes on print

Purpose and anything to report on
A Level results day
Spoke on panel about students and IER (individual electoral registration)
A Level results day

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Invited to Lincoln SU Grad Ball

Further comment
Attended
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Report
Vice President (Welfare)
Author:

Colum McGuire

Date Produced:

August 2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve/Discuss/Note

Priorities
Alongside the organisational priorities, the four key priority areas for the welfare zone this year are:
•
•
•

Homes Fit For Study
Making the Case for Welfare
Student Health

•

Local Public Services

Priority area
Homes Fit For Study

Area of work
Renting Homes bill (Wales only)

Homes Fit For Study

Immigration checks from
landlords consultation

Homes Fit For Study

Private Rented Sector review in
Westminster

Homes Fit For Study

Private Rented Sector research

Homes Fit For Study

Guidance for students’ unions

Homes Fit For Study

Making the Case for
Welfare

Welfare toolkit

Making the Case for
Welfare

Welfare representation

Making the Case for
Welfare

Advice research

Making the Case for
Welfare

Condom provision

Student Health

Time to Change pledge & toolkit

Progress
Contributed to Welsh Renting Homes bill on impacts to students in
collaboration with NUS Wales
Contributed to consultation on immigration checks from landlords
proposal from government in partnership with International
students campaign
Supported and contributed toward a Ten Minute Ruling in
Westminster in July about the private rented sector and letting
agent practises
Have started plans for the research into student experiences of
the private rented sector – with plans to open research in October
Have identified 9 areas of work to complete over the year that will
issue guidance to students’ unions on key areas of work on
student housing. The first piece will launch shortly on key issues
around moving in period.
Look! It’s an “on brand” house!

Have planned work for a toolkit for students’ unions which will
deliver a narrative on the importance on working on student
welfare and the difference it can make to student’s lives. It will
also students’ unions guidance on how to embed this work across
their organisations.
Currently working with 3 students’ unions who have asked for
support in moving toward a structure with a full time welfare
officer.
Have commissioned a piece of research into the national picture in
collecting and using data from advice centres around the UK. It
will feed into how we can get better at using information on the
ground about issues facing students and how that’s influences our
work locally and nationally.
We have explored using the purchasing consortium in NUSSL to
bulk buy condoms at cheap prices to supply to students’ unions
wanting to distribute them on their campuses. This has been
carried out to respond to the huge amount of work often
undertaken by welfare officers each year trying to secure condoms
and instead allow them to spend time working on other issues as
well as get them a good deal on price.
Worked in partnership with the NUS Disabled Students Campaign
where NUS signed the Time to Change pledge and have published
a toolkit guiding students’ unions wishing to do the same and to
carry out effective work around mental health. To date there are 6
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Student Health
Student Health

SRE (sex and relationships
education) in FE project (FE
only)
International student health care
levies

Student Health

Mental Health summit

Student Health

TUC Demo

Local Public Services

Meet the Local Decision Makers

Local Public Services

Supporting students’ unions on
local issues

students’ union who have begun work with Time To Change to
sign up.
Working with Brook on a project to develop SRE within FE
institutions and champion the cause both locally and nationally
Worked with the International students’ campaign on the
proposition of charging migrants to use healthcare services in the
UK. Launched a petition with over 1,800 signatures, contributed to
the consultation and with the Department of Health to discuss.
Have worked alongside NUS Disabled students’ campaign and with
Mind to hold a mental health summit in October that will bring
together students’ unions, institutions and key organisations in the
mental health sector to discuss where we go next on student
mental health.
Have been in conversation with the TUC to organise our part in
the NHS demo taking place at Tory party conference in
September.
Begun planning work on a project to support students’ union in
influencing local decisions and mapping out how to have an impact
with decision makers.
Have supported several students’ unions who have been doing
work on key local issues including closure of sexual health services
and introduction of article 4 directions.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
Office for Fair Training inquiry
into sanctions on student debt
Pay Day Lenders campaign
Gender segregation work
Muslim Women in Leadership
project
Faith funding project

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Successfully won a full inquiry from OFT into practises within universities placing academic
sanctions on students with non-academic debt & for conduct issues. Report and
conclusions due in October.
Have continued the work of the Pay Day Lenders campaign – providing support to
students’ unions wishing to pursue the matter on their campuses and feeding into the
national debate.
Working with Women’s Officer Kelley Temple on gathering research into the issue of
gender segregation at events on campuses and how we move forward to support students’
unions on this issue.
Working with FOSIS and the NUS Womens’ campaign to support running a Muslim Women
in Leadership event in November
Shortly launching a project that gives students’ unions money to carry out faith projects on
campus in a bidding process

Key Performance Indicators
KPI
9 x “Homes fit for study“ briefings produced
Leadership in welfare document produced
Mental health conference held with 80 delegates
PCC guide produced
24+ALL policy amended to exclude higher
apprenticeships
CPAG book written and distributed to SUs

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
On-going throughout year: 1st briefing due to be released first week of
September
October 2013
October 2013
TBA
Action in December 2013
September 2013

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
FE Leadership – Yarnfield
FOSIS conference – Birmingham

Date
26th – 28th June
28th June

16th July

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Training for FE student officers
Attended FOSIS (Federation of Islamic Student
Societies) annual conference and delivered a session on
NUS
Flagship NUS event and NUS Awards evening
Invited to speak on a panel at TUC Young Workers
Housing forum that focussed on housing to talk about
young people and the private rented sector
Training for officers with a remit/interest in welfare and
community work (most people there ever!)
One day training event for officers on liberation

Students’ Union 2013 – Manchester
TUC Young Workers Forum - London

2nd – 4th July
6th July

Welfare & Community Summer Training Yarnfield
Getting To Know Your Membership –
Liberation summer training – Milton
Keynes
Y Talwrn – Carmarthen

9th – 11th July

19th July

NUS Wales event for students’ unions – delivered
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Interfaith organisations meeting – NUS HQ

22nd July

Interfaith student groups meeting - HQ
Meeting with Shelter - NUS HQ
Leading Active Student Involvement Keele
Meeting with Brook – NUS HQ

24th July
24th July
30th July – 1st August

Student Loans Company Stakeholder
meeting – London
Meeting with ‘Faith Matters’ – NUS HQ

7th August

Welfare Zone Committee – NUS HQ
Meeting with Office for Fair Trading London
Lead and Change - Lancaster
Meeting with ‘Nightline’ – NUS HQ

9th August
12th August

Unipol Housing & Community - Leeds

20th – 21st August

The Gathering – Strathclyde
Student Sections training – NUS HQ

22nd August
23rd August

Meeting with Unite accommodation –NUS
HQ

27th August

7th August

8th August

13th – 16th August
19th August

sessions on ‘What is Welfare’ (campaigning on welfare
issues) and housing
Hosted an event for organisations that do interfaith
work on campuses
Hosted an event for student faith groups
Met to discuss partnership working for year ahead
Summer training event for officers within student
activities
Met to discuss partnership working for year ahead and
specifically SRE in FE project
Met to discuss potential partnership and help with
access to students
Met to discuss student debt inquiry
Summer training event for officers
Met to discuss updates on both organisations and ways
to work together in year ahead
Summer training event for officers and SU staff working
on housing and/or community remits – largest event
ever and first time all the nations were represented!
NUS Scotland event for students’ unions
Training for International, Mature & Part Time and
Postgraduate committee members
Met to discuss challenges within Unite accommodation
and proactive work happening within their organisation

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
‘Homes Fit for Study’ research
Mental Health Summit
TUC demo
Making the Case for Welfare
guidance
SRE in FE project

What I hope to achieve
Launched research and started getting large and diverse responses
Held a sell-out mental health summit with broad representation and key action points
taken from event
Supported TUC with NHS demo
Launched toolkit and taken it to present to students’ unions
Launched SRE in FE project with Brook launched

Membership Engagement
Member Union
26th July – City University SU
5th August – Abertay SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Met with officer to talk about issues surrounding private provider accommodation as well
conversations around faith groups on campus
Skype meeting to discuss housing accreditation schemes

Media engagement and external relations
Date and media outlet
4th July – BBC News
18th July – Property Wire
22nd July – Yes to Homes
26th July – Evening Standard
4th August – Sunday Times
6th August – Guardian
7th August – Independent
27th August – National Student
28th August – Student Media
Summit
29th August – Guardian
29th August – Huffington Post
30th August – BBC News
London

Purpose and anything to report on
Comment on students and financial support/advice
Comment on Private Rented Sector Review
Had an article published by Yes to Homes on issues facing young people and students in
the private rented sector.
Comment on new Kings Cross student housing development
Story on Office for Fair Trading inquiry on student debt
Comment on university data collection
Story on Office for Fair Trading inquiry on student debt
Comment on Student Loan Company premium cost telephone lines
Interviews with student media outlets
Story on UCL accommodation winning Carbuncle award
As above
Interview on UCL accommodation winning Carbuncle award and London student housing
market

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Nothing to declare
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Report
NUS Black Students’ Officer
Author:

Aaron Kiely

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities
Tower Hamlets anti-EDL
demonstration
Black History Month & Fresher’s
materials
All-Party Parliamentary Group
on race and higher education

Hands off Syria
Student Assembly Against
Austerity

Trayvon Martin injustice
Hosting the African National
Congress

Stop and Search consultation
Youth and student delegation to
Venezuela

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Worked with Unite Against Fascism, United East End and the Tower Hamlets community to
oppose the EDL attempted march past the East London Mosque on 7th September. Hosted
Azad Ali, officer of UAF to discuss the demonstration at Committee Training. Will be
stewarding on the day. Please attend if you can with your banners.
Organising and collecting early orders for our materials. Exciting launch video based off our
popular ‘..because’ poster for Black History Month has been made. Continued work on the
handbook and supporting students to coordinate their BHM events in October.
Met with Runnymede Trust, Black British Academics and other stakeholders for the APPG
that is holding an inquiry in to race and higher education. We’ll be looking to promote our
Race for Equality research and give evidence to the Parliamentary inquiry in late October.
We’ll also be inviting member unions to submit what they have done to try and redress the
inequality that exists on campuses.
Attended demonstrations against Western intervention in Syria, working in coalition with
Stop the War, CND and a wide range of peace activists.
Organising the SAAA which will take place on 2nd November. Open to all students who want
to oppose austerity and attacks on education. We’ll be raising the big fights that are
coming in FE/HE, racist scapegoating, how liberation groups are the hardest hit, why we
should fund education not war, why we need investment in sustainable solutions to climate
change and discuss how we re-invigorate anti-cuts campaigns nationally and locally.
We welcomed the united NUS statement on Trayvon Martin and the Campaign spoke at the
demonstration outside the US Embassy. We also sent the statement to the family of
Trayvon Martin.
We were delighted to host the leader of the African National Congress Youth League at
NUS. We also laid a wreath on behalf of NUS on the anniversary of the Soweto Uprising in
Brixton. The ANC were incredibly impressed to meet a delegation of leading Black student
activists and young Labour activists. Special thanks to NUS staff, Minda Burgos-Lukes and
Abdi Mohamed for their support in this.
Malia Bouattia spoke from the panel alongside Theresa May, Diane Abbott MP and stop and
search activists in Parliament. We will be submitting our own submission to the
consultation and invite unions and individuals as well to submit.
Met with Black leaders and indigenous communities in Venezuela to discuss the struggle
against racism and the immense social progress made in the country and the region.
Particularly inspiring was meeting students at the international medical school – where
students from all over Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, Palestine were being educated
for free. It was great to be able to show our solidarity with students and organisations that
have fought for and won free education.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
Friends of the Earth Bootcamp
Balcombe anti-fracking protest
Sean Rigg memorial
Continued development of
relationships with Jewish
community organisations

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Facilitated a 3 hour long marathon session on equality and diversity in the environment
and social justice movement. It was so popular and was great to make links with youth
and students wanting to campaign on climate change.
Along with Matt Stanley attending the large day of solidarity with the Balcombe protesters
– their struggle is very important as they’re on the frontline. Climate change will devastate
South America, the Caribbean, Africa and Asia if decisive action isn’t taken.
Attended the 5 year anniversary of the death of Sean Rigg in Brixton, who died whilst in
police custody. Check out “who polices the police” documentary for more information.
Holding positive meetings with the Union of Jewish Students and the Jewish Council for
Racial Equality to build the alliance we need to fight rising racism that is affecting all of our
communities.
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Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Lead and Change - Lancaster
Getting to know your
membership

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Working on anti-racism training
for the NEC
Send out all of our fresher
materials
Student Assembly Against
Austerity
People and Planet Equality
training

What I hope to achieve
To put forward the case for pro-active anti-racism in the student movement
Smash last year’s 150 campuses target getting materials
Continue moving forward building broadest possible coalition against austerity
Deliver training to P and P on diversity in green movement

Membership Engagement
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration

Further comment

Officer Report – Hannah Paterson

NUS Disabled Student Officer
Officer report from June - August
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Training Events – Delivering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Gathering – Scottish officer training (x2 days), helped to deliver
mental health session
Liberation Committee Training – training for all the liberation
committees (x2 days)
Lead and Change, University of West England – training for
presidents (x4 days)
Lead and Change, Lancaster - training for presidents (x3 days)
Leading Active Students Involvement – training for sports and
activity sabs (x3 days), delivered Mental Health Masterclass
Welcom (x3 days) – welfare and community officer training,
delivered Mental Health Masterclass
Getting to Know Your Membership – training on liberation issues (x1
day), delivered sessions on disability
SU2013 (x2 days) – Conference and NUS Awards - launched the
Time to Change Mental Health Toolkit
FE Leadership (x3 days) –training for FE officers
Skills for Change (1x day) –train the trainer, skills for students
unions to take away and train their own army of activists

Training Events – Attended:
•
•
•
•

FTO residential – Training for the NUS Full Time Officers (x3 days)
Media Training
NUSSL Training – introduction into NUS Services Limited
Cottage Planning – Planning away days with the liberation team to
work the year ahead and budget.

Meetings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance – Meeting steering and NUS staff to work out the years
plan for the governance review
Access Task Group – the first meeting to discuss how NUS supports
access needs, what is and isn’t our responsibilities and reviewing the
enabler policy
Nightline – meeting with nightline to establish what they’re doing
and how we can work together
New CEO – meeting with the new NUS chief exec about the
campaign and our priorities
National Executive Committee – first meeting of the NEC (kind of like
NUS student council)
Campaign planning – working with NUS staff to work out what the
plans for the year and how were going to achieve it
Mind – meeting with Mind about joint and collaborative working

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk
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Union Visits:
Bath Spa – visited the welfare officer to help with mental health campaigns
planning.
Protests:
Attended a demo at University of the Arts as the university are attempting
to remove the staff from their disabled support office
Events/meetings coming up:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University London Union/Goldsmiths Disabled Students Officer Visit
Senior Leadership Team/Full Time Officer residential – planning days
for the team to discuss issues and plans for the coming year
National Executive Committee
Disabled Students Allowance – Quality Assurance Group
Sussex Visit
Site visit to conference venue
A few days off

Projects:
•

Anti-Cuts
- Disabled People Against the Cuts – we have been working
with DPAC to promote their week of action against the cuts.
We will be working together to promote any other actions
and campaigns they have throughout the year
- Save Our NHS Demo on the 29th September we will be
marching with the TUC
- Developed an Anti-ATOS toolkit with draft motions and
campaigning ideas if they begin to recruit on campuses.

•

Disabled Student Allowance
- We have responded to the government consultation to this
and have pulled together an action plan for the different
situations that may occur as an outcome. We will be
developing this and creating campaign plans for the
scenarios

•

Mental Health
- At SU2013 we released the Time to Change Toolkit and I’ve
done a lot of training/blogging/challenging on getting
Unions to actually campaign for change.
- We have been working in partnership with Mind to hold a
mental health conference

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk
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-

Self-care has been an on-going theme throughout NUS
rhetoric

•

Day of Disabled People/Disabled History Month
- We will be running the ‘Coming Out as Disabled Day’ again,
I have been talking to Unions about how they can use this
to kick start their own disabled students campaign. I
already have two blogs from student officers and will be
developing the promotion of this in the upcoming months.

•

Young Epilepsy
- We’ve been doing a joint project with Young Epilepsy about
the support offered by institutions. This will be released in
the next month

Things to note:
•
•
•
•

This is not an extensive list of all the day to day things I do, this is
just the headlines.
I am human. I can not do everything all the time.
Holiday- I went on holiday for 3 days and will be taking some time
off at the beginning of September
I am the GMB Union Rep for the NUS Full Time Officers

This is your chance to hold me to account. Please ask
any questions you have. You can also email me
questions throughout the year.

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk
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Report
NUS LGBT Officers (Open Place/Women’s Place)
Author:

Sky Yarlett / Finn McGoldrick

Date Produced:

30/08/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities
Creating Real Education
Change for LGBT students

Preparing for Freshers
Situation in Russia
Out in Sport

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Working with VP HE to create action groups to research impact student unions can have in
partnership with their institution, working with the VP FE to address the impact assessment
changes will have on LGBT students and working with LGBT societies to lobby their
institution to implement practical changes such as correct names on degree certificates,
more training for lecturers and embedding LGBT issues onto curriculums.
Redesigned posters, leaflets and stickers for the LGBT Campaign. updated booklets and
materials for LGBT societies
Attended demonstration outside Downing Street of around 2000 people, written a blog
about Stoli boycott, NUS LGBT Committee planned action.
Developing training for officers in student unions, producing a Trans Edition of the out in
sport guide and working with the VP UD to lobby BUC’s to produce clearer guidelines

Other achievements of my Campaign
Achievement
Attended London, Brighton and
Trans Pride
Workplan meeting with NUS
Wales LGBT Officer and NUS
Scotland LGBT Officer

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Was proud.
Discussed how NUS LGBT UK can best support them and how their work fits into the year
ahead. Planning work plan meeting with NUS-USI LGBT officer to develop a strategy for
how we develop LGBT societies in the North of Ireland.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Liberation Committee Training
Completed stage one of
workplans

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Around 70 members of 4 liberation committees given training and skills to enable them to
achieve their goals and support the work of NUS over the next year.
Initial plans of work completed guiding us ahead of the next year.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Had meeting with Terrance
Higgins Trust (THT)
Summer Training
Finn spoke on panel at
Stonewall Education For All
Conference

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
To support their It Starts With Me campaign during HIV Prevention week 23rd-29th
November ahead of World AIDs Day (1st December)
SkyFinn at Get To Know Your Membership, and SU2013, Sky at Lead & Change Bristol,
Comms For Action, The Gathering, Finn at Education & Representation
Challenged Michael Gove on his Education policy & how it would affect LGBT Students and
met education providers.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area

What I hope to achieve
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Develop closer link with IGYLO
Register for Pink Training
Freshers
Liberation Activist Days

To be able to attend IGYLO (International LGBT Youth Organisation) Board meeting in
Copenhagen
To build up links with Union of Student Ireland (USI) and support LGBT rights in Ireland
Have a successful Freshers events and visit LGBT societies across the country
Develop content for liberation activist days, confirm logistics and develop a comms plan

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Sussex SU
Coventry SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Held Liberation Committee Training there
Supporting them with an Out in Sport bid.

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
Sky was on Radio 5extra
Sky on BBC London 94.9
Recorded at Brighton Pride
Quoted in Guardian Article on
Stoli boycott
LGBT Labour

Purpose and anything to report on
Discussing the situation in Russia with Matthew Hodson from GMFA, and Alexander who
was an adviser to the Kremlin
Discussing why being ‘proud’ of being LGBT is an important this and the role LGBT
societies play in Education systems
Talking about the history of Pride & why it’s important to student groups why Pride is a
protest.
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/consumer-boycott-change-world
Finn spoke on a panel about increasing LGBT representation in politics

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Sky was part of a team of 4
people doing Workers Beer
Company at Glastonbury
Festival
Received a Tshirt ahead of the
‘It Starts with Me’ Campaign at
THT

Further comment
Raised total of £600 for the NUS LGBT Campaign, plus around extra £100/200 from 2
people at Leeds Festival.
It’s coincidentally in line with the new brand… how handy.
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Report
NUS Women’s Officer
Author:

Kelley Temple

Date Produced:

24/08/2013

Committees:

Women’s Committee

Action:

Scrutiny, Discussion and Approval

Priorities
Main Priorities
Women and Leadership

Progress
Workplan Complete. We are going to be working with Student Unions/Associations to
support them to diversify their membership, develop a mentoring scheme for Women in
the student movement and Tackle Lad culture on campus. We will run 4 types of I Will
Lead the Way Training Days: one for all women students, one for staff (Train the Trainer),
one for Muslim women and one for Jewish women. We will run a Women and Leadership
conference and work towards Investors in Diversity. See Workplan for Full Details.

Student Carers

Workplan Complete. Launch Students Carers’ Research on 16th September 2013.
Produce information and guidance on how SUs and the education sector can improve the
experiences of students carers and support more carers to go into education.
Support local and run national campaigns on supporting student carers in various ways
including a specific focus on financial support. See Workplan for Full Details.
Workplan Complete. Launched ‘That’s What She Said’ in March, successful coverage in all
mainstream media outlets. Met with Jo Swinson who declined to host the summit but will
send a video of support.
We will organise a ‘Lad Culture’ Summit in November to bring together key stakeholders
involved in all elements of the student experience. Enable participants to develop a shared
vision on the issue and set parameters for the commission/working group to respond to
‘lad culture’ in higher education.
Organise a working group / commission to develop a national strategy to respond to ‘lad
culture’ in HE.
Produce the strategy, which will include more detailed recommendations on what SUs and
institutions can do to challenge the prevalence of ‘lad culture’ on campus.
We are looking to conduct focus groups with FE Students to start to capture what Lad
Culture looks like in FE Educational institutions.
We have written the coordinator roles and need to recruit coordinators for the regions. The
regions will be London, South East, South West, East Midlands, West Midlands, North East,
North West. Aim to launch the networks September/October.

Lad Culture

Women Student Regional
Forums

Other achievements of my Campaign
Achievement

Progress

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
n/a

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
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Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
European Students Convention
(ESC)- Equality in Education
NUS Scotland Conference
NUS National Conference
Understanding and Supporting
Liberation Review
Abortion Rights (AR) Executive
Meetings x2 (March and July)
European Student Union (ESU)
Nordics Factional Meeting
Anti Racism Anti Fascism
(ARAF) Conference
University College Union (UCU)
Women’s Network x2
Association of University
Administrators (AUA)
Conference Key Debate on
‘Social Engineering’
NUS LGBT Conference
NUS Scotland Women’s
Conference
NUS Wales Women’s
Conference
Women’s Aid Meeting
EQUALS Meeting
UCU Women’s Committee
NEC x3
Liverpool Reclaim the Night
(RTN)
Engender Board Meeting
FE Leadership (ODP)
Welfare and Community
Training (ODP)
Communications Training
(ODP)
Liberation Course: Getting to
know your members (ODP)
Lead and Change (ODP)
UK Feminista Summer School
Lough In- NUS USI
The Gathering – NUS Scotland
Full Time Officer NUS and
NUSSL Induction
Students Unions 2013
End Violence Against Women
(EVAW) AGM

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Examining the impact of proposed changes to the Irish Higher Education Funding system
towards the English model and the issue of access to Higher Education, the principle of
inclusion and liberation groups across Europe.
Elections, Motions and Scots.
The 8th Woman president of NUS was elected, Fair Representation fell by 9 votes and
women and leadership was the most talked about issue. Women and Leadership now an
organisational priority.
Reviewing the liberation course targeted for all officers apart from liberation officers of the
Officer Development Programme (ODP) to improve course and increase the number of
participants. Recommendation for next year going forward is to have it a two day event.
Producing a Keeping Campuses Pro Choice Briefing for student unions and distributing
abortion rights literature in our Freshers Packs
VP HE and I attended the Nordic factional meeting in Iceland to examine possibility of NUS
UK joining them, with a final decision of maintaining our relationship with them as key
allies but not formally joining the faction.
Spoke on a panel about the impact of racism and fascism on women and developed plans
for the 2014 European elections.
June meeting topic was on cuts to women’s services, July Meeting I presented ‘That’s What
She Said’ report and facilitated discussion about Lad Culture on Campuses
AUA Key Debate was about widening access measures being ‘social engineering’ and
myself and the Chair of the Equality Challenge Unit were on the side that widening access
measures are a way of redressing the social engineering that already exists to benefit the
most privileged. Happy to send you my speech if you want to read it.
SkyFinn Re Elected
Stacey Devine Re Elected
Rhiannon Hedge Re Elected
Met with Women’s Aid to discuss providing info on violence against women services for
students unions and women students to be hosted on the website.
EQUALS project has closed down due to problems with funders, but was working witht
them to develop a strategic framework that focuses on patriarchy and women’s liberation
as opposed to starting from a premise of equality.
Met with UCU Women’s Committee to discuss lecturers support for pro choice acitivity on
campuses
Papers can be accessed online at nusconnect.
Spoke at the Liverpool Reclaim the Night rally after the march.
Feminist Policy Organisation- Board Member (Job Share with Stacey Devine). Meeting to
determine organisational operations without Executive Director and agreeing process of
appointing a new director. New Director is Emma Rich.
I <3 FE
Did a session of Lad Culture, well received.
NEC duties
Women’s Campaign Sessions 20 attended people overall
Women only sessions running successfully, but low numbers of black women in room.
Ran a workshop with Kat Banyard on Lads Mags and tackling them on campus.
The Northern Irish officer get together at the beginning of the year. Ran the Liberation
session with staff with the visualisation exercice.
The Scottish officer get together at the beginning of the year. Ran the Lad Culture
workshop with Stacey Devine. Over 40 people in attendance at session.
Officer induction/team bonding time!
NEC duties and ran sessions on Student Carers and Diversifying your Elections (women
and leadership)
Susuana and I attended the EVAW AGM here we got to find out about some of the campus
initatives against rape in the US and make contacts.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Student Carers
Lad culture
Women and leadership

What I hope to achieve
Research Launched Successfully and good media pick up in bot national and student media
Summit project plan completed
Conference details completed and mentoring scheme near to completion
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Regional forums

Coordinators in post and final dates set with publicity completed.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
University West of England
Dudley College
University of Durham FemSoc
Meeting
Aberdeen University Students
Association ‘Speak Out’ Launch

Purpose and anything to report on
UWE needs feminism event
Sexual Harassment and Lad Culture Talk and Discussion with Stella Creasy MP
To establish femsoc relationship with SU and for them to run a hidden marks research
project
Attended launch of Aberdeen’s version of Hidden Marks.

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration

Further comment
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Report
NUS Wales
Author:

Stephanie Lloyd

Date Produced:

30/8/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities

Imagine Education

Research Projects
Pound in your pocket
Part-time students
Right to be Safe Multimedia
Campaign
Zero Tolerance project

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
The Minister for Education Leighton Andrews released the Welsh Government’s ‘Policy
statement for education’ in June. We campaigned to make sure the key themes of Imagine
Education shaped this future thinking policy document and we had huge success with this
vision with students as partners, a more coherent post-16 education system and rural
access to education being just a few main areas of influence. For more information
click here.
We held the last meeting of the Imagine Education commission which focused around
liberation and we have provided a summary of the commission’s work over the past year
for Y Talwrn. We have approached the next authors for our ‘think-pieces’ and are
investigating the possibility of videoing peoples contributions.
Both of the steering groups have meet for the first time for both projects. We are now in
the final stages of planning in terms of the surveys and how we can get them populated
across the whole of Wales. We held sessions on both projects at Y Talwrn to ensure officers
in Unions were aware of the projects, had the opportunity to help shape the design of the
surveys and also gain insights about how we can ensure a high response rate.
Four films completed and plan for delivery to be rolled out agreed with Welsh Government.
Further video on the importance of women’s officers also being produced.
Developing train the trainer style package for students’ unions to ensure longevity of policy
in unions – biggest issue with zero tolerance is reporting pathways, training and policies
not surviving the high turnover of officers so packages are focused on embedding policy
through staff structures.

Nation
Achievement
Y Talwrn

Students as Partners / WISE
(Welsh Initiative for Student
engagement)

Student Pregnancy and
maternity rights
Violence against Women Bill

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
NUS Wales’ flagship summer training event was held on the Carmarthen campus of Trinity
Saint David. The feedback showed the event was a real success with officers helping to
shape the work of NUS Wales over the coming year and for us to help train them in key
areas of interest for them. We had a biggest attendance of staff from unions which is vital
for us moving forward.
We are continuing to develop the statement of partnership which we hope to launch at
Zone 2013. WISE was originally a funded project from HEFCW (Higher Education Funding
Council for Wales) and this year there were plans to stop the funding due to budget
constraints. However due to our work of re-designing WISE and ensuring that student
partnership is a major priority for the Welsh Government going forward we have not only
managed to secure the funding from HEFCW for another 3 years, we have also secured
another £20,000 from the QAA per year for another two years, which effectively doubles
the budget. We are currently seeking more funding from HEW (Higher Education Wales) to
effectively triple the budget so we can provide meaningful support for every union in
Wales.
Met with HEFCW to discuss issue of student pregnancy & maternity rights not being
recognised by institutions as this also sits in their strategic equalities plan. NUS Wales will
be producing guidance for unions on best practise and lobbying for basic standards around
this area.
The minister has announced the Bill will come into law Spring 2014, and there’s still a lot
of lobbying to do. There are concerns that some of the plans around introducing
compulsory consent and healthy relationships education into schools are too vague, so a
small group of members of the Violence Against Women Action Group including myself are
working on ironing out the details of what this should look like.
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Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Public Affairs training
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol
Full Time Officer residential
Media training / Officer
residential/ Trustee board
training / Liberation planning
residential
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol
Board meeting
QAA Wales Annual reception
QAA UK Board Dinner
ODP – SU2013, Welfare and
Community training, Education
and representation training,
Understanding and supporting
liberation, Lead and change 1 &
2, Lough Inn, The Gathering.
HEFCW Council
FE Project Steering group

NUS Senior leadership team
and full time officer residential
Partnerships for Change
Meeting with HEFCW – strategic
equality plan and maternity
rights
Meetings with Welsh
Government - Right to be Safe
Videos

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Training for all officers and key staff on how we can improve our reputation and working
practices within Wales.
With the Welsh Language Officer on how we can improve student representation
Being inducted into the organisation and training for roles.

Pushed about Welsh medium provision post- merger in Wales and ensuring that is
improved. Also pushed for greater welsh medium provision in Fe and we are going to
convene a meeting with CCC and Colleges Wales/Colegau Cymru to take this forward.
Lobbied with Rachel Wenstone for greater resource to government officials, Hew officials
and the QAA to fund WISE and this was successful from the QAA and HEFCW.
To meet the membership and engage with them around NUS Wales, our priorities and a
part of the wider role of being a full time officer of NUS.

This was largely a meeting of updating from the Welsh Government on the policy
statement, remit letter, north east review and we raised the issues of students unions
during merger, imagine education themes.
The final meeting of the FE project steering group met. We challenged the Welsh
Government strongly on their decision to not fund the Learner Voice Quality Framework
going forward and we will now being writing to minister as a group to ensure the decision
by government officials is overturned.
Spent two days ensuring that there was a strong nations perceptive would feature as we
move into creating a new strategic plan and planning for the future of the organisation.
Learning from Scotland on how they ensured student representation from college mergers
and sharing best practice from Wales in FE.
We met to start planning on a joint piece of work around guidance for institutions on basic
standards and the equality act, and picking up on best practise across Wales.
We've finished the videos and ironed out the launch details & we're launching on 1st
October

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
FE College Cuts

Women’s network

What I hope to achieve
The Welsh government has warned colleges that in their budget to announced in October
they will be cutting colleges by 5% (roughly 20 million) we will be designing a campaign to
launch around the budget to get them to reverse this cut.
Completely finalising the research projects and ensuring they are being rolled out and
promoted across Wales.
Organise and produce NUS Wales Response to consultation document – highlighting the
need to work with FE & HE and raise red flag around Prevent collaboration.
Work with VAW Action Group sub-committee to produce full briefing to WG on details of
schools related policy.
Organise event to launch the NUS Wales women’s network around November time.

Member Union
Swansea Met (TSD)
Aberystwyth Students’ Union
Grwp Neath Port Talbot Group

Purpose and anything to report on
Planning for the year going forward and merger discussions.
Zero Tolerance training for staff
Planning for the year ahead – merger

Research Projects
Welsh Government Hate Crime
consultation
VAW Bill

Membership Engagement

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
Western Mail
13th June 2013
ITV Wales Breakfast
Western Mail
BBC Radio Wales

Purpose and anything to report on
An essay on partnership – ‘Mutual respect, value and respect creates partnerships between
students and Universities’
A-level results day – ‘Students should take time to assess their options”
Open letter to students on A-level results congratulating them on achievements and
highlighting options for them.
Student Sex Work Project
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Minutes
NUS Trustee Board
Meeting of:

NUS Trustee Board

Place:

NUS HQ

Date and time:

25th June 2013 19:00

Present:

Liam Burns (Chair), Vicki Baars, Tessa Birley, Varinder Singh, Dianne Nelmes, Alistair
Wilson, Adrianne Peltz, Dame Karlene Davis, Matt East, Rachel Wenstone, Stephanie
Lloyd,

Apologies:

Mike Alcock

In attendance:

Amy Davies (Minute-taker), Peter Robertson, Graham Atkinson, Jim Dickinson, Mike Day,
Esme Lesser, Nick Pringle, Kayode Damali, Abi Jenkins, Toni Pearce, Raechel Mattey,
Kate Reynolds, Gordon Maloney,

Introduction and Administration
1.1

Mike Alcock submitted apologies. Ed Bauer, Ilana Fenster and Jess Green were not present. The
meeting was declared quorate and opened.

1.2

No conflicts of interest were noted.

1.3

The minutes of the meeting on the 5th February 2013 were approved.

1.4

The resolutions and actions were approved.

1.5

There were no other matters arising.

Reports
2.1

Peter Robertson presented his report.
Following a question on Epona, Peter gave further explanation of the company.
The report was approved.

2.2

The board noted the minutes of the National Executive Council on the 24th January and 25th February
2013.

Strategy
3.1

Jim Dickinson presented the KPIs report and it was noted that this was not the year end as at the time
the papers were circulated it hadn’t reached the end of the month.
The report was approved.
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3.2

Jim Dickinson presented the National Conference report. There was a discussion on access to
conference and it was agreed the Board wanted more information about the review being done on
access to democratic events.
ACTION: JD
The report was approved.

3.3

Graham Atkinson presented the staff survey report
Graham presented the board with a broad analysis of the survey results. Following a discussion on the
main issues it was noted that with NUS’ distributed model of leadership it was difficult to define what
respondents were referring to when they were asked to answer questions on the leadership.
Following a question on the Nations it was agreed that a breakdown of the Nations would be circulated
to the Nations.
It was noted that there has been some improvement in the organisation from last year and that there
will be an action plan set out on how to improve the scores for next year in all the key areas of concern.
ACTION: GA

3.4

Estates strategy
It was noted that the move to Gray’s Inn Road in April had gone smoothly. There was a discussion on
the loan from Co-op and the potential of the loan being called in at any time. It was noted this was the
second time the board had raised an issue about the loan agreement and it was agreed the board
would receive further information on this.
ACTION: DF

3.5

Peter Robertson presented the IT Strategy. The report was approved.

3.6

Graham Atkinson presented the Health and saefty report. The report was approved.

3.7

Jim Dickinson presented the Social Media Policy. The report was approved.

3.8

Jim Dickinson presented the Code of Conduct review The report was approved.

Finance and risk
4.1

The board noted the minutes from ARR on the 17th May 2013.

4.2

Peter presented the management accounts and these were approved.

4.3

Peter presented the detailed internal budgets.
It was noted that this year’s estimates were tight and that the organisation was not cash rich with the
purchase for two new buildings.
The report was approved.

4.4

AOB

Risk register
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5.1

The paper on presidential appointments was noted and the Board were encouraged to give expressions
of interest to Toni Pearce.

Action list
Item

Action

Lead

Deadline

3.4

Provide further information on the Co-op loan
agreement

DF

18/09/13

3.3

Send break down of Staff Survey results by Nation to
the individual Nations

GA

18/09/13

3.2

Provide more information to the Board on access to
democratic events

JD

18/09/13

Progress
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Report
Officer Development Programme 2013
Initial delegate Feedback
Author:

Raechel Mattey

Date Produced:

4 September 2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss

Summary:

We delivered eight residential training programmes from June to August 2013, with the
one-day Getting to know your Membership Conference and the non-residential pilot
Small and Specialist 2-day course also taking place during this time. Furthermore this
year’s initial report includes the FE Leadership training course; however, it does not
include feedback from the Communication in Actions course.
706 places on our courses were filled by HE officers from 121 HE students’ unions . 90
places on our courses were filled by FE delegates from 35 FE students’ unions. Overall,
796 officers (HE and FE) from 156 different students’ unions attended ODP 2013.
Feedback from 546 delegates was received on all aspects of the course with delegates
giving an average score of 4.2 out of 5 when asked how satisfied they were with the
overall experience of the course. This equates to 84%, which is 4% higher than our
current KPI of 80%. It also reflects an increase of 5% when compared to last year.
Furthermore, 87% of delegates would recommend our courses, which is a decrease of
6% when compared to last year.

Background
From 26 June to 30 August 2013, we delivered the following learning & development courses:
•
FE Leadership: Introductory course: 3 day course
•
Welfare and Community: 3 day course
•
Education and Representation: 4 day course
•
Getting to know your Membership: 1 day conference
•
Communications in Action: 2 day course
•
Leading Active Student Involvement (LASI): 3 day course
•
2 x Lead and Change : 4 day course
•
2 x Lead and Change: the Returners: 4 day course
•
Small and Specialist (pilot course): 2 day course

Delegate feedback data
Each delegate was asked to complete a feedback questionnaire at the close of each course. We received 546
completed feedback forms (this figure excludes the Communications in Action course) from a total number of
796 delegates. This equates to 68.6% response rate. We asked for feedback in relation to: pre-course
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(registration and course joining instructions), on the course (registration, venue facilities, location, meals and
refreshments provided by the venue, event documentation, plenary sessions, tutor groups, workshops,
trainers, course satisfaction) as well as their comments on the most/least relevant sessions, what parts of the
course could be improved, if they would recommend the course and their overall experience of the course.

Analysis
Delegates were asked to rate their responses from 1 to 5; 1 being poor to 5 being excellent. In terms of overall
satisfaction with the course, across all 10 courses we received an overall average score 4.2 out of 5 (84%). In
comparison with last year’s satisfaction score, this represents an increase of 5%. Please see Appendix 1 for
satisfaction scores for each individual course.
This year 87% of delegates stated that they would recommend NUS training courses, which reflects a decrease
of 6% when compared with last year. It should be noted that all courses scored over 91% recommendation
score (the first time in the past 3 years), with 100% of delegates from the new small and specialist course
recommending NUS training.
One area that is a concern is our response rate of delegates who attend our summer training courses. 69% of
delegates completed a feedback form (82% in 2012), which equates to 250 delegates not giving any feedback.
Although, this figure does include the communications in action course feedback of potentially 37 delegates, it
still potentially means that over 200 officers do not give us feedback. Therefore we need to review our practices
in this area, particularly with delegates leaving courses early.
Our lowest average score rating of 2.9 out of 5 across the 10 courses was in response to: ‘The materials and
information received before the event’. This represents a decrease of 0.5 when compared to last year’s average
score. We need to reflect on our practices with regards to how and what we communicate to the officer
delegates attending our courses and in particular find communication solutions for getting information to
delegates who may attend courses in July, but are not formally in post until 1 August.
Again, as has been over the past 3 years, tutor group sessions were scored better by delegates when compared
to plenary sessions. Tutor group sessions received an average score of 4.6 out of 5 (4.3 out of 5 in 2012) with
plenary sessions receiving an average score of 3.5 out of 5 (4 out of 5 in 2012). We will continue to review our
practices to improve plenary sessions for next year.
Again, as last year, how the delegates rate NUS trainers has decreased. This year we received an average score
of 4.1 out of 5, which equates to an ongoing decrease of 0.4 on 2012 and 0.5 on 2011. Again this figure must
be reviewed in terms of no data from the communication in action course. Furthermore, as in previous years,
we used trainers from students’ unions to support the delivery of 3 summer courses. Although this is a
relatively minor reduction in scoring, we need to ensure all our trainers are supported to deliver quality learning
within the training room with an aim to increase our scoring average in this area.
Lastly, we asked delegates how likely they thought they would apply the learning from the course to their dayto-day role. We received an average response of 3.8 out of 5 (3 being perceived as ‘likely’). We also asked
delegates to reflect on their ability to undertake their role before (2.8 out of 5) and after (3.6 out of 5) the
course. This represents a slight perceived increase in their abilities to undertake their role after attending our
courses.

Conclusion
Overall, no area of delegate feedback scored an overall average of less than 2.9 out of 5. Specific areas that
scored lower than 3.5 out of 5 (perceived as ‘good’ on the scoring scale), such as: the course registration
process, welcome and registration, venue location, meals and refreshments provided by the venue,
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workshop/master classes; will be raised with the relevant course lead developer and events staff to review and
to make improvements for next year’s programme.
From the feedback received so far this year, our trainers and tutor group session have the highest scores, with
both receiving an overall average of 4.1. The lowest overall average score was for the materials received before
the course (2.9 out of 5).
Over the coming months, we will be undertaking a fuller review of the Officer Development Programme in its
current format, as well as collecting longitudinal online feedback data asking delegates to reflect on their
attendance at summer training.
The review will focus on:
•
new innovative ways of training
•
what can be done (and is being covered) in house with Students' unions and what's missing.
•
reflect the fact varying levels of office starting points of officers.
•
how it fits into the wider movement training program (master classes, webinars, activism training,
fitting in sections and liberation) for both staff and officers in SU's.

Appendix 1
The table below shows the average score for each course in terms of overall how satisfied delegates were with
the course.
The rating scale is: 1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Very good, 5 = Excellent
Course

Overall, how satisfied are you with the course?
Average score out of 5

FE Leadership

4.6

Welfare and Community

4.1

Getting to know your Membership

3.9

Communication in Action

-

Education and Representation

3.8

Leading Active Student Involvement

4.0

Lead and Change 1

3.9

Lead and Change 2

4.4

Lead and Change: the returners

4.5

Small and Specialist

4.5

Total average

4.2
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Proposal
NUS London
Author:

Raechel Mattey

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Summary:

This paper outlines the proposal to deliver Pan-London representation for students. This
is for NEC to approve.

NUS London
Delivering Pan-London Representation for students in the capital
Introduction
NUS has repeatedly passed policy at National Conference to respond to the issue of the representation of
students in London. In addition the University of London has announced plans to withdraw support for the
University of London union in its present form. In light of this situation it is critical that NUS delivers on the
mandates it has to establish robust, sustainable pan-London representation for students. NUS has held
extensive consultations with students’ unions in London, those who are part of the University of London and
also those who are not, and have finalised the following proposals.
1. The Vision
Students in London are seen as key stakeholders by the Mayor of London’s office (MoL) amongst other London
Regional bodies. A structure in London should exist to capture, synthesise and amplify the voices of London
students to the regional authority.
The infrastructure put in place needs to be able to measure its impact on:
•

Influencing the agenda of pan-London stakeholders including the Mayor of London, the Metropolitan Police,
Transport for London, London Chamber for Commerce and Industry and London Councils

•
•

Securing a better London for students
Shaping the political parties manifesto’s and public debate around Greater London Authority (GLA)/Mayoral
Elections
Enhancing the Student experience
o Employment and internships
o Housing
o Transport
o Policing and crime
o Health

•

It should be
•
Led by London Students and their unions
•
Be democratic in nature
•
Be informed by evidence and data
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•

Be politically autonomous from but supported by NUS centrally

Whatever form this infrastructure takes, it will focus on:
•
•
•
•

Campaigning and research on London specific issues
Small and specialist students’ unions
Non-traditional students’ unions
Maximising benefits from working closely with London Higher, the regional HE association for HE in London.

The infrastructure will be able to provide local students’ unions with advice and support to make students’
unions more effective actors in local politics in London. This will include information on how to best work with
local GLA members and how to effectively work with and influence your local London borough. It will also
include promoting initiatives whereby students’ unions and students can get further involved in community
development projects to empower students’ unions to be agents for change in their locality.
2. NUS London and London Higher – working together
One of the tangible outputs from this proposition is that it will enable an innovative and potentially powerful
collaboration between NUS and London students with London Higher. London Higher builds and manages
collaborations, and acts as an advocate for HE in the capital. London Higher is an ‘umbrella’ body that brings
together over 40 universities and higher education colleges, a select number of independent providers and HE
institutions based outside London that operate a London campus. It is one of the largest and most diverse
university associations in the UK and has an explicit regional focus. The University of London and constituent
colleges have a longstanding involvement – but London Higher works inclusively with all London HEIs.
There are many areas of common interest and it will be possible to progress these and explore other synergies
through the new partner arrangement we outline in this paper. London Higher has contributed to this proposal
and, if successful, the organisations will work on implementation together.
3. How is NUS currently representing the views of London students?
In the academic year 2006/7 NUS ran a pilot of the London Student Assembly in conjunction with the MoL office
and delivered a report that focused on the issues of environment and climate change, transport and housing.
This report helped shape the debate ahead of the 2008 election and contained recommendations such as a
London-wide cycle hire scheme.
Due to the change in leadership in City Hall resulting in a lack of support for the scheme from them and a
refocusing of NUS resources more centrally ahead of the 2009/10 fees debate this pilot did not continue.
However there are a number of topic/areas where NUS currently makes direct representation to London
Agencies and these are detailed below and our National Conference is about to make a decision on whether to
refocus back to having pan-London representation as a specific area for focus going forward. If the decision is
taken to go forward with this agenda we will look to do more work in this area.
Housing
NUS is in the process of responding to consultations from the Mayor’s Office on the Mayor’s Housing Covenant
and has already responded to a separate consultation for the London Assembly on the private rented sector in
September. On the Covenant consultation we are working with Shelter’s Homes for London campaign and a
number of London unions to discuss the proposals and help them respond individually as well as submitting a
pan-London response. We also sit on a stakeholder group for the London Landlord Accreditation Partnership
(LLAP) scheme.
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Crime and Policing
We are working with the Mayor’s Office on consultation work on crime and policing in the capital, specifically
encouraging London unions to attend consultation meetings and to set up a student-specific workshop. In this
respect we act as a signpost/facilitation point for London agencies to access students’ unions in London.
Transport
We have a long and established relationship with TfL and have worked with them for several years on the
student discount scheme. We have recently met with TfL to discuss a number of relevant campaign areas –
safer cycling and late night travel and how best to engage students with these campaigns. We are also
engaged in the Transport for London’s School and Young Person Delivery Plan for London and taking part in a
consultation on what this should contain and taking part in the delivery of its outcomes.
Small and Specialist Unions
NUS also provides training, advice and support to small and specialist unions as their development needs are
different to those of other students’ unions. Whilst this support is not a London specific thing, there is a high
concentration of small and specialist provision in London and this area of the country provides a focus for this
year.
Campaigning
Whilst NUS is not currently running London specific campaigns it is involved in a range of campaigns and
initiatives that have a significant impact on students in London or in the London area. We are currently
supporting a range of students’ unions to run London Living Wage campaigns in both their institutions and local
areas and this work is set to expand over the next three years. We also have a partnership with London
Citizens which has a key focus on how we as NUS, students’ unions and students can have a wider impact on
London’s communities.
We have also, for example, responded to specific situations in London such as our intervention in the Judicial
Review around the London Metropolitan University HTS revocation. This is an example of the work that we are
able to do on both London specific issues and more broadly on international students. One of our current
priorities in this area is around the status of international students in the net migration figures. Whilst this
problem is not specific to London it does have a significant impact on HEI’s in the London area.
4. Governance of NUS London
Any structure within NUS should be politically autonomous from but supported by NUS centrally. The ideal
structure is therefore an NUSA Area. These are defined in the NUS Constitution as follows:
NUS will recognise voluntary associations of students’ unions defined geographically as “NUS Area
Organisations”. Such recognition will confer upon these organisations any such benefits and responsibilities as
from time to time the board sees fit, acting under the guidance of the National
Executive Council.
a) Area Organisations shall exist to further the work of the National Union within their geographical boundaries
and must be explicit in this aim in their activities and Governing Document(s)
Area Organisations’ constitutions must include the following:
a) statement of the aims and objects of the Area. This shall include the making and the implementation of
policy which relates to local campaigning and other issues.
b) Full rights of membership for all Constituent Members within the geographical boundaries.
There shall be an annual Area Conference composed of delegates and observers from Constituent Members
within the geographical boundaries of the Area Organisation. The Annual Conference shall be the policy making
body of the Area Organisation and shall elect all officers of the Area Organisation except Liberation Officers.
Areas should attempt to hold an annual Women’s Conference which shall elect the Area Women’s Officer.
The Area Council shall be responsible for directing the campaigning and development work of the Area.
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As such NUS London would be politically autonomous from NUS centrally but would be formally recognised by
NUS and would be able to take advantage of the infrastructure and resources inside NUS.
It is therefore proposed that this meeting formally recognises NUS London as an Area Organisation under rule
2000.
The rules require that an area executive must have:
a) An Area Convenor
b) An Area FE Officer
c) An Area Women’s Officer
d) Other officers as specified in the Area Constitution.
Thus it is proposed that the basic council and executive structure outlined in Appendix One is approved with a
view to developing this further in the year ahead.
5. Infrastructure, space, research and staffing
We are currently examining funding options for key roles in the operation:
Research & Policy Officer
This role will coordinate the work of the pan-London student group, providing research, policy and project
support on key London factors that impact on student experience including accommodation, safety, health and
transport. This role would be shared across NUS and London Higher ensuring that the student voice is present
in discussions with key London partners and institutional staff.
Development Officer
This role will focus on the development of small and specialist and FE unions inside London - a crucial function
that was formerly being carried out by ULU.
Area Convenor
This role, which could either be carried out by full time sabbatical officer or part time by an elected officer in
London would act as the figurehead for NUS London and the chair of the area executive.
All other basic infrastructure - such as accommodation, HR, IT, etc would be provided in kind by NUS and
where appropriate London Higher.
6. Creating a legitimate voice
Annual Assembly of students’ unions
An annual event would bring together people from London students’ unions to discuss and debate issues that
are relevant to students in London that the MoL and The GLA can impact upon. This could include inviting
expert speakers from the pan-London authorities such as TfL, MPS etc.
This meeting would provide London students’ unions with the opportunity to shape the agenda for London for
the year based on any research available and information from experts.
MoL Student Question Time
We will proactively seek to work with the MoL office to hold an annual/biannual question time event with the
MoL and students from across London.
London Wide Student Panel and Focus Groups
In order to ascertain a broad diversity of views across institutions, living locations and sectors we would set up
a London wide research panel which would seek to find out the views and opinions of students in London on key
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areas relevant to the MoL office and other key London regional bodies. We could then establish focus groups in
order to delve deeper into issues and solutions where needed. As and when appropriate, such groups could be
led by London Higher and/or be part of the London Higher framework. London Higher plans to progress in
2013-14 a ‘London Student Experience’ initiative. There are a number of elements to this where ensuring a
close relationship with NUS London, and ensuring that a representative student voice is included on particular
workstrands, will be of considerable mutual benefit.
Research Hub
We will seek to find funding to run research projects focussed on students and young people in the capital
which blended with the data and evidence from the London wide panel, and/or from London Higher sources,
would allow us to establish an expertise in this area and build on that accordingly. Some new research projects
might be managed jointly by NUS and London Higher. The ‘London Student Experience’ project that London
Higher have started to develop offers in addition a potentially exciting promotional aspect around the theme of
‘London is your campus’.
Further Education
We will work closely with the FE team to develop an FE centric strategy to ensure that FE students are at the
heart of any London representative structure and to ensure the FE voice is legitimate and clearly heard in the
infrastructure.
London staff regional networking
Staff within London students’ unions are keen to identify opportunities for collaboration and NUS would support
staff network events to do this. We would explore prospects for staff to take part in network events and
workshops organised by London Higher and encourage that where possible.
London Sabb regional networks events
In September there will be space to encourage the elected officers across London to work more collaboratively
together on a common and shared agenda around London. However this network should not be the driver for
activity, as it has been with varying degrees of success, but part of the process.
Liberation
The concentration of Black students in London is higher than the rest of the country which means London
students’ unions are often required to deal with a higher number of issues relating to discrimination and
barriers to accessing education. The Vice President Union Development will work closely with the Liberation
Officers to ask those particular groups to tell us what they think is essential in terms of eliciting the experiences
of those students in London and look at how best to take this forward.
7. Timeframe and next steps
September
•
Approve NUS London at NUS NEC
•
Secure funding
•
Formal recruitment to the Area of CMs by NUS begins
•
Establish London specific small and specialist network
•
Small and specialist summer training – space for London specific meeting at the end of this training
•
London Regional networking event
October and beyond
•
Initial assembly and elections held
•
Ongoing development of structures
•
Regional Activist development events – developing and organising activists on pan London issues
•
Mayor of London questions time
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Appendix One
Proposed recognition of NUS London as an NUS Area
Recognition
1. NUS recognises voluntary associations of students’ unions defined geographically as “NUS Area
2. Organisations”.
3. There shall be an NUS Area Organisation by the name of NUS London. All constituent member unions
whose principal address is within London shall be entitled to become members.
4. NUS London Organisations shall exist to further the work of the National Union within London
Purpose
NUS London shall exist to:
5. Influence the agenda of pan-London stakeholders including the Mayor of London, the Metropolitan Police,
Transport for London, London Chamber for Commerce and Industry and London Councils
6. Secure a better London for students
7. Shape the political parties manifestos and public debate around Greater London Authority (GLA)/Mayoral
Elections
8. Enhancing the Student experience
•
Employment and internships
•
Housing
•
Transport
•
Policing and crime
•
Health
It will be:
9. Led by London Students and their unions
10. Be democratic in nature
11. Be informed by evidence and data
12. Be politically autonomous from but supported by NUS centrally
It will focus on:
13. Campaigning and research on London specific issues
14. Small and specialist students’ unions
15. Non-traditional students’ unions
16. Maximising benefits from working closely with London Higher, the regional HE association for HE in London.
Conference & Council
17. There shall be an annual NUS London Conference composed of delegates and observers from Constituent
Members within London.
18. The Annual Conference shall be the policy making body of the Area and shall elect all officers of the Area
except Liberation Officers.
19. The Area Council will be responsible for directing the campaigning and development work of the Area.
Executive
20. There shall be an Area Executive composed of officers elected by the Annual Area Conference or by
Constituent Members. The Area Executive will include:
•
An Area Convenor
•
An Area FE Officer
•
An Area Women’s Officer
•
Other officers as specified in the Area By Laws.
21. The Area Executive shall be responsible for the administration of the Area Organisation.
22. Members of the Executive shall be accountable to the Area Conference and the Area Council. This
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Executive shall be jointly and collectively responsible for the proper control and supervision of all Area
funds.
23. Only the Area Conference may remove an elected officer, except that Liberation Officers can only be
removed by the appropriate caucus that elected them.
24. Any elected officers who are not registered students or sabbatical officers of a Constituent Member shall be
entitled to Individual Membership of the National Union.
Benefits
25. The benefits afforded to NUS London include:
•
Use of the name “NUS Area”
•
Support and assistance in the pursuance of their aims (both financial and non financial)
•
Any such benefits may be removed or revoked by the NUS Board/NEC for reason of non compliance with a
particular regulation as it sees fit
Interpretation
26. On all other matters relating to the operation of the area, by laws may be approved from time to time by
the conference or council. Where the constitution or by laws are silent on an issue the NUS Constitution
shall be the guiding principles document.
Interim Arrangements
27. In its first year of operation, a part time area convenor will be elected by a special meeting of the Area
Council on a one CM one vote basis. The Convenor will be responsible for the development of by laws that
further implement and define this constitution, which will be presented to the Area Conference in the
spring.

Remit and Activity Statement
2013-14
NUS Charitable Services
A number of areas of work and priorities have
emerged from NUS National Conference and in
manifestos from NUS elected officers that we believe
would be best delivered through NUS Charitable
Services.

Donation

•

This year’s donation to NUS Charitable Services
- a proposed sum of £438,000 from NUS
should, as far as possible, be used to deliver on
the following priorities:

•

Student Opportunities

•

We want to make sure the student movement
focuses on student opportunities, delivering a
coherent strategy on student development
including but not limited to societies, sports,
volunteering, student media, fundraising,
employment and entrepreneurship. To this end,
the donation to the Charity should be used to
drive forward our student opportunities work
by:
•
•

•

•

Developing an accreditation scheme for
local employability awards
Launching a new online hub of best
practice materials relating to student
opportunities
Launching a series of online training
seminars for student opportunities
professionals and officers
Researching and developing leadership
training materials for use by students’
unions

Researching the power of student activities
on retention and experience, highlighting
their positive impact in the local area.
Further developing links between NASTFA,
the SRA, and BUCS, and networks in
student activities and media.
Ensuring our work is applicable for FE
student opportunities as well as HE

Strong Unions

Many aspects of the work of the Charity focus
on the development of strong students’ unions.
As such the donation to the Charity should be
used to:
•

•

Deliver the new Quality Students’ Unions
programme in the Nations, including a new
online quality hub for use by participating
unions. Note: delivery of the programme in
England is supported by funding from
HEFCE.
Re-launch the strategic support unit with
new services including:
o Differential organisational
diagnostics
o An extended preferred suppliers
scheme
o Induction programme for new CEOs
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•

•

•

Continue to develop the people of the
student movement including:
o Launching the 2nd cohort of leadership
development programme
o Launching the SU’s competency
framework
o Reviewing the Officer Development
programme
o Re-launching the specialist groups as
communities of practice
o Reviewing Students’ Unions summer
conference
Launch the Impact model, which has
been piloted this year, to help students’
unions to understand and define their
impact.
Support human resources in students’
unions and diversify the profile of the
student movement workforce including:
o Running a women in leadership
conference
o Establishing a black staff and women
staff development network
o Running a series of webinars for
women staff
o Delivering a national staff satisfaction
/ engagement survey
o Launching a national online learning
management system
o Launching a national online
performance management system

The Charity is also invited to continue to
operate NUS’ Officer Development Programme
in accordance with broad direction from the
National Union on content and format.

Restricted Funds
It is proposed that a restricted fund* donation
of £46,000, which is the surplus from the sales
of Apprentice Extra, is given to NUS Charitable
Services to launch a National Society of
Apprentices, with the following aims:
To raise the quality, value and perceptions of
vocational education in the UK by:
•
Providing access to membership benefits
and discounts offered to other students and

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk

•

•

by providing specific benefits to the needs
of apprentices
Researching the needs, views and
experiences of members in relation to their
education and in doing so acting as a voice
for apprentices
Providing other individual and collective
benefits, services and activities designed to
improve the experience of apprentices

* Restricted fund means that the money cannot
be transferred to any other budgets and must
be used for the aims outlined. If money is not
spent in this area it will remain in the restricted
fund.
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Report
Poltical Budgets and Workplans 2013-14
Author:

Toni Pearce

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Summary:

This paper details the intended key projects for each of the Priority Areas,
Zones, Liberation Campaigns and Sections for 2013-14. In addition it builds on
discussions held at the July NEC to recommend a budget allocation for each
area from the pot. It contains several recommendations for approval.

Background
At the last NEC it was agreed to follow a process for the allocation of zone, liberation campaign and section
activity costs budgets. An overall “pot” was agreed by national conference in the estimates, each area was
allocated a basic amount at the July NEC. Detailed mandates and subsequent planning by convenors means
that we can now propose final budgets for each area to the September NEC.
In this context “activity costs” covers the budget allocated specifically to that zone, liberation campaigns or
section. It does not include convenor salary, tax or NI; nor does it include any costs or income relating to those
areas’ conferences. It does include the “running costs” of the zone (convenor travel and accommodation,
meetings costs etc) as well as programme costs for particular projects, initiatives and campaigns.
Work Planning
NUS has a degree of complexity which it is worth explaining here.
•

•

•

•

Priority Areas: These are the areas convened by the National President. The first two of these take
resource from the “Priority Campaign” and “Local Campaigning Capacity” lines in the estimates. The second
two are funded through existing internal budgets.
Zones, Liberation, Sections: These are the political areas outlined in the constitution. Each has a
committee, a conference, a plan of work following from mandates and a set of policy. Zones are Union
Development, Further Education, Higher Education, Society & Citizenship and Welfare. The Liberation
campaigns are Womens, LGBT, Black Students and Disabled. The Sections are Mature & Part Time,
International and Postgraduate.
Departments: There are a number of departments inside NUS HQ whose job is to assist in the
development and delivery of Policy. These are the Social Policy Unit; the Higher Education Unit; the Further
Education Unit, the Democracy & Governance Unit and the Political Strategy Unit.
Strategic Themes: NUS is now entering the final year of its current strategic plan with five strategic
themes. The five themes are Winning on Funding & Participation; Making Education Better; Securing a
Fairer Society; Transforming Students through Activities and Development; and Building Strong Students’
Unions.

The focus for this summer’s work planning has been on collaboration. Staff and officers have worked together
to create realistic and resource aware plans. As a result each of the Zones, Liberation, & Sections plans are also
allocated to a staffed department. There are joint projects between Zones, Liberation, & Sections. In addition
each key project has been marked to make clear which Strategic Theme it fits inside.
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Things to note
•
The Nations already have allocations inside the budgets
•
A number of the priorities outlined in the “Building Strong Students’ Unions” and “Transforming Students”
parts of the strategic plan are delivered inside NUS’ Charitable Vehicle and thus are not included in the plan
•
Each department has a number of additional objectives related to membership contact and development of
information for students’ unions
•
Some projects included in this plan are externally funded and thus attract separate funding from external
bodies
•
Committees costs are included in a separate budget line
•
£20,000 has been set aside this year to contribute to a long term campaigning fund
•
In the estimates £10,000 was set aside for “Joint Special Projects”- this should be used principally on
projects being coordinated between the areas by the current NEC coordinating committees; ARAF (Anti
Racism Anti Fascism) and LED (Liberation, Equality and Diversity).
Budget
This year the baseline “pot” for zones, liberation campaigns and sections was agreed at National Conference as
£180,000, along with £10k for joint projects.
The proposed budget for each area is recorded at the start of each section. This has been developed following
detailed work planning with staff and officers in each area and department.
Area
Priority: Students at Work

Proposed Budget
£49,000

Priority: Women and Leadership
Priority: Community

£0
£76,000

Priority: Real Education Change

£0

Area

(Full Budget
year)

last

Proposed Budget

Further Education
Higher Education

£18,000
£17,000

£18,000
£18,000

Welfare
Society & Citizenship

£16,500
£17,000

£18,000
£14,000

Union Development
LGBT

£17,500
£17,500

£18,000
£18,500

Womens
Black Students

£17,500
£17,500

£18,500
£18,250

Disabled
International

£17,500
£14,000

£18,750
£18,000

Mature & Part Time
Postgraduate

£4,000
£6,000

£3,000
£3,000

Joint Special Projects
TOTAL

£10,000
£190,000

£6,000
£190,000
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Key Performance Measures
For each project a key performance measure has been selected, a mixture of Outputs and Impacts. These will
be reported on across the year in Convenor Reports.

Area

Measure

WORK

12 regional community organising and employment events hosted

WORK

Research findings collated and summarised for public audience

WORK

Produce collaborative think-piece on student employment issues by the Employment Commission

WORK

Organise a Day of Action on students at work

WORK

20 students’ unions initiate campaigs on the Living Wage

WORK

20 students’ unions ban the advertising of unpaid internships through their Careers Services and
JobShops

WORK

Creation of online hub on student employment issues

WORK

Literature review and briefings produced

COMMUNITY

8 x Skills for Change Events Delivered (August/September)

COMMUNITY

We Are The Change Event (October 2013)

COMMUNITY

12 x student-staff community organisers in post (October/November 2013-)

COMMUNITY

10 x local I am/We Are The Change events

WOMEN LEAD

50 women leaders mentored for 1 year

WOMEN LEAD

50,000 more votes in elections – the majority being from Women

WOMEN LEAD

20% increase in the number of women standing in students’ union elections

WOMEN LEAD

100% of staff to have attended equality and diversity training

REAL ED CHANGE

Creation of a pilot with the 157 group underpinned by an MOA

REAL ED CHANGE

Agreed plan of action by UCAS; launch of lobby resource for FE unions to lobby for sign-up

REAL ED CHANGE

Remove students from net migration figures: Either won OR government or opposition parties agree to
action this in next Parliament

REAL ED CHANGE

Fixed T’s and C’s on loans: either won OR government or opposition parties agree to action this in next
Parliament

REAL ED CHANGE

10 more PG champions as a result of SU lobbies; SU engagement across the range of PG funding pilots

REAL ED CHANGE

Pilot project with OIA; feasibility paper for UCAS changes

HE

Launch of general election education manifesto (June 2014)

HE

Democratic Institutions Research report released (April 2014)

HE

10 case studies developed of student officers as educational change leaders

HE

Health, social care and initial teacher research published (March 2014)

HE

Arts education SU resource published (January 2014)

HE

Induction report published (Feb 2014)

HE

2 Guild HE events (Autumn 2013 and Spring 2014)

FE

Release of 5 “voices” policy position papers

FE

Publication of 2 pieces of research – one on GCSEs, one on work experience

FE

3 x meetings of student commission on IAG

FE

Learner Voice Quality Framework (LVQF) website launched

WELFARE

9 x “Homes fit for study“ briefings produced

WELFARE

Leadership in welfare document produced
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WELFARE

Mental health conference held with 80 delegates

WELFARE

PCC guide produced

WELFARE

24+ALL policy amended to exclude higher apprenticeships

WELFARE

CPAG book written and distributed to SUs

UD

50,000 more voters in students’ unions

UD

Overall satisfaction with NUS up 5%

UD

Regional workshops on analysis and data held in January 2014

UD

100% of Students’ Unions (HE and FE) are legally compliant

UD

Clear representative structure established

UD

Apprentices research launched; apprentices represented at National Conference

SOCCIT

Research on attitudes towards Votes @ 16 published

SOCCIT

Briefing on bedroom tax produced

SOCCIT

Letter written to Minister on Global Justice

SOCCIT

Run E&E Masterclass x 2

SOCCIT

Briefing on Tax Avoidance produced

INTERNAT

Three identified policy improvements in relation to international students and immigration

INTERNAT

10 institutions commit to a ‘fixed fee’ policy

INTERNAT

At least one research report published

PG

10 more PG champions; publication of REF resource; reprint of employment charter

MPT

Launch of child-free to child-friendly resource for FE

WOMEN

10 case studies of SUs and institutions using the report and the strategy (once it is developed) to take
steps to tackle ‘lad culture’ on Campus.

WOMEN

10 case studies of local work and campaigns ran by SUs to improve student carers’ experiences of
education, resourced by NUS.

LGBT

20 case studies of institutions collecting monitoring data on student sexual orientation and gender
identity.

LGBT

10 case studies of trans-friendly initiatives and policies being used in SUs and institutions

DISABLED

Winning on the DSA, either not getting it cut or getting concessions

DISABLED

Evidence of 10 local wins where SUs have worked with groups and organisations to challenge cuts to
disability services and have successfully removed/reduced cuts.

DISABLED

Proposal is agreed on at the 2014 DSC conference.

BLACK

10 Case studies of SU’s campaigning on or working with their institution on projects designed to reduce
the attainment gap.

BLACK

Black Sabbs Network is established and 30 Black Sabbs interact with each other via this forum

LIBERATION

Liberation activist events run and target attendance numbers achieved

LIBERATION

10 case studies of Evidence of local ARAF actions and success stories from them.
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Motions
Motion 1
GCSE and A Level Reform
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Joe Vinson
Finn McGoldrick, Colum McGuire, Hannah Paterson, Stephanie Lloyd, Dom Anderson, Rhiannon
Durrans, Toni Pearce, Rachel Wenstone, Rebecca Hall
NEC

NEC Believes:
1.

The Tory-led Government is proposing a series of reforms to GCSE and A Level qualifications that seek to force our
education system back to the 1970s.
2. Within the GCSE qualification; modular courses will be scrapped, coursework significantly reduced and exams taken
purely in the summer term, only at the end of two years.
3. The opportunity to re-sit will also be curtailed, reducing the opportunity to re-sit and capping re-sits at one per
subject.
4. These changes will come into effect for English, maths, sciences, history and geography from September 2013.
5. The grading structure is also set to change to a numbering system from 1-8, with number 8 equivalent to an A* and
1 to a G.
6. From September 2013 students will no longer be able to sit A level exams in January, in either their first or second
year of A level studies. A levels will still be examined unit by unit, but all exams will be taken in the summer exam
period.
7. There are also proposals to change the structure of assessment within A levels so that the qualifications are fully
linear. This means all assessment will be undertaken at the end of the course, rather than at the end of each year of
A level study.
8. As a result the AS qualification will be ‘de-coupled’ from an A level making it a standalone qualification.
9. There are also significant proposed changes to subject content in GCSE and A levels. For instance GCSE History will
have a reduced weighting towards world history and GCSE English literature will no longer contain an element on
world literature.
10. Most recently the controlled assessments on ‘speaking and listening’ have been removed from English and English
Language GCSEs. This change has been brought in more quickly than the other reforms in an immediate bid ‘to
protect standards’. This will impact students in the middle of their GCSEs, who have already completed this aspect of
the assessment criteria.
11. Michael Gove’s ideologically driven reforms will reverse the huge steps taken in our education system that have
allowed many people, particularly liberation students to succeed.

NEC Further Believes:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

That subject content alterations across GCSEs and A levels could have serious implications for liberation students
due to the removal and marginalisation of significant and diverse voices.
The changes in qualification structure could also adversely affect students who struggle with assessment by exam
due to their educational support needs. The removal, and capping, of re-sits could further impact students for a
number of reasons, particularly if they have to deal with significant upheaval during their education.
These reforms will not only impede the success of students from liberation backgrounds but all who take GCSE and A
level qualifications. There are serious concerns that that the proposed reforms will not adequately prepare students
for future study or employment. Their focus is too narrow and has a too limited sense of how students should learn
and be assessed.
Coursework and controlled assessment are essential to building a student’s research and presentation skills. It is
these skills which can be more valuable, for further study or employment, than the ability to re-call vast quantities of
information.
In reference to the recent removal of ‘speaking and listening’ from English and English Language GCSEs, there is
further concern that qualifications are being altered in a seemingly inconsistent and irrational way. In this instance
whilst students are in the middle of their GCSE qualification and have already completed the assessment objectives
in this area.
A variety of sector experts in HE have also stated that they believe the reforms are detrimental to students who
want to move on to University.
These reforms will lead to the breakup of ‘three country regulation’, meaning different exams will be sat by students
in Wales and Northern Ireland to those sat in England. This could cause disparity between progression choices for
students and workers who move across the nations.

NEC Resolves:
1. To utilise the research already done with the membership on both GCSE and A level reform to lobby Michael Gove,
demanding he abandon these reforms.
2. To hold Michael Gove publically to account on the reforms proposed and made, specifically highlighting reforms that
will have a detrimental effect on students with a liberation background.
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3.
4.
5.

To submit responses to the current GCSE government consultations highlighting the views and concerns from the
membership.
To produce a campaigns resource for colleges to use during Freshers to engage students to critique their recent
GCSE experience, and then to further lobby their MP’s locally on the issue.
To work with trade unions in the education sector who also believe these reforms are an attack on fairness and
equality.

Motion 2
Protecting welfare of international students
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Colum McGuire
Daniel Stevens, Kirat Raj Singh, Rhiannon Durrans, Rachel Wenstone, Arianna Tassinari, Colum
McGuire
NEC

NEC Believes:
1. International students have come under attack from all sides in recent years, and this has most recently included:
a. Proposals for landlords to check the immigration status of their prospective tenants
b. Proposals for migrants to the UK to be required to purchase insurance or pay a levy in order to access NHS
healthcare
2. NUS has been active in opposing each of these proposals and believes that international students should be entitled
to a hassle-free and supportive experience of study in the UK.
3. International students can find themselves vulnerable, particularly in relation to housing where not being able to
provide a UK-based guarantor can lead to them being charged six months’ or more rent up front.
4. There have been a number of private companies emerging seeking to exploit these vulnerabilities for profit, as well
as a number of scams where international students are asked to pay significant sums of money for property that
isn’t available or doesn’t exist.
5. International students should be entitled to access free healthcare in recognition of the significant financial
contribution they make to the UK, through fees, taxation and expenditure. To expect them to make additional
contributions for access to the NHS is politically motivated, arbitrary and unfair.
NEC Resolves:
1. To continue to be active in lobbying the government to reconsider its harmful proposals in relation to the NHS and
landlord immigration checks
2. To ensure that the housing issues facing international students are examined in detail through the upcoming
research project
3. To help students’ unions to feel equipped with the information they need to campaign for their institution to improve
support for international students
4. To work with other relevant organisations to lobby for online property websites to be active in preventing their sites
from being used to promote property scams

Motion 3
Keep FE Teachers Qualified
Proposed by:

Joe Vinson

Seconded by:

Stephanie Lloyd, Ben Dilks, Dom Anderson, Finn McGoldrick

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

‘The Further Education Teachers’ Qualifications (England) Regulations 2007’ are in the process of being revoked.
The existence of the regulations in secondary legislation means that their revocation does not necessitate a vote in
parliament.
Further Education caters to a diverse demographic, as well as multiple subject disciplines.
Given this diversity of provision, it is crucial that subject and/or industry knowledge is complemented by sound
knowledge and experience of teaching pedagogy, rooted in formal teacher training.
The revocation of FE teaching regulations will result in a disparity between teaching standards in colleges and
teaching standards in schools, where teaching qualifications are mandatory.
A consultation conducted by BIS (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills) suggests that
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a.

74% of industry professionals and sector bodies believe that teachers and trainers in FE should have a
professional teaching qualification
b. 80% of industry professionals and sector bodies believe that, by deregulating the FE teaching
profession, there will be unintended and adverse consequences for the sector
7. That the timing of this revocation was brought forward unjustifiably, and ultimately coincided with the week of A
Level results, which has resulted in limited media exposure for the issue.
8. This reform is part of the Tory-led government’s wider disregard for further education and shows how little they care
about standards in FE.
9. That whilst qualifications need to have strong links to their respective employment area, this does not necessitate
deprofessionalising the entire further education workforce.
10. All students should be predominantly taught by a professional with a teaching qualification, and that links to
employment sectors can feature in qualifications in other ways.
NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.

To write to the Secondary Legislative Committee before Sept 16th to raise our concerns with the removal of the need
for qualifications to teach in FE using evidence gathered from NUS’ membership.
To hold the Minister for Skills publically to account on for this decision, and to publically question why the views of
the sector have been ignored.
To work with sector bodies to produce a pledge to which colleges and training providers can sign up to, advising on
the qualifications, training and industry knowledge FE teachers and trainers ought to possess, and what colleges
should do to support CPD for their staff.

Motion 4
Working with UCU
Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Rosie Huzzard, Amy Gilligan, Arianna Tassinari, Charles Barry

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. University & College Union (UCU) represents over 100,000 lecturers & academic staff in higher & further education
across the UK.
2. UCU's May 2013 congress voted to invite collaboration with NUS:
a. to “work with the NUS to highlight the importance of safeguarding equality for staff and students in the face
of cuts & contractual changes”;
b. to “hold a joint conference with NUS on the defence of HE against neo-liberalism in 2014”;
c. to “campaign for public education”;
d. to “reject consumerist approaches which divide students and staff”;
e. “to work with NUS to investigate the relationship between the provision of accommodation by universities
and local accommodation prices and if appropriate, campaign to promote the building of affordable student
accommodation by universities.”
f.
“to seek to join with NUS […] to lobby to protect the right of unemployed and low paid students to free and
resourced education”
g. “to work with the NUS as a joint campaign” “to improve provision at local levels to the best of the public
sector and for improved provision (underwritten by employers, not funding bodies) for staff employed on
casualised contracts”
3. UCU also voted “ to call a conference in the autumn term around the theme 'From the cradle to the grave Defending education for all', to approach all education unions (including the NUS) and campaigning education groups
to ask for their support in organising the conference and inviting them to provide speakers and ideas on how we can
launch a national campaign.”
4. UCU voted to “note[] the NUS's recent campaigning on postgraduates who teach” and in response will “design and
implement a low subscription regime for PhD students and other low earners that would not be linked to the
members' highly volatile income, with an aim of securing and developing the next generation of UCU activists.”
5. UCU voted to “note[] the recent NUS report: 'That's What She said: Women students' experiences of 'Lad culture' in
Higher Education'” and in response to “work with the NUS in developing joint campus strategies and campaigns for
identifying and addressing the serious problems that 'Lad Culture' has on many female students' educational
experiences and its continuing effects throughout their lives”
6. UCU are consulting on a response to UCEA's offer on national pay & conditions with an eye to rejection, with
potential industrial action in Autumn 2013. FE lecturers in England may also vote on industrial action this Autumn.
NEC Further believes:
1. Previous cooperation between NUS and UCU, for example on the 2010 compact preparing for Demo-Lition and the
2013 joint statement on workload, has been fruitful.
2. NUS Postgraduate Campaign overwhelmingly supports closer work with UCU.
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3.

Government attacks on education affect not just us now but future students for potentially decades to come. Smallscale disruption now pales in comparison to the long-term harm of cuts, privatisation and marketisation.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

We accept UCU’s Invitation to work together conferences on:
a. Lifelong education and
b. Opposing neo-liberalism
We will facilitate the building of links between NUS’ liberation campaigns and UCU’s Equality Committee
We will strengthen our links with UCU, which supports free education, in jointly campaigning for public education &
against the students-as-customers model of student-institution relations.
We thank UCU for recognising NUS's work on postgraduates who teach & will investigate facilitating routes to UCU
membership for postgraduate members of NUS through NUS Digital & other means
We thank UCU for its recognition of NUS's work against lad culture & will support the Women's Campaign in however
it decides to respond to UCU's invitation
We will share upcoming housing research with UCU & invite their cooperation in developing the housing models
agreed at NUS 2013 conference
In developing our position on education funding in the 2015 general election we will work with our lecturers and the
broader trade union movement
If UCU members choose to take industrial action, we will offer it our solidarity & will work with UCU to make the
action as effective as possible. We will encourage our constituent members to do the same.

Motion 5
Syria
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Toni Pearce
Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Colum McGuire, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick,
Stephanie Lloyd, Rhiannon Hedge
NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The Syrian conflict is messy and complicated, and neither side have much regard for civilian casualties. A
humanitarian crisis has ensued, with the current death toll at 100,000 and over 1.5 million refugees.
2. The use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime is barbaric.
3. In response to the use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime against civilians, On August 27, U.S. Secretary of
Defence Chuck Hagel announced that, should President Obama give the order, the U.S. military is ready to launch
attacks on Syria
4. On 29th August 2013, British MPs rejected a Government motion to support the principle of military intervention in
Syria by 285 votes to 272
5. The student movement has a proud history of debating the politics of the wider world, something to be protected
and encouraged.
6. A deep concern for the humanitarian crisis and solidary with those affect by it does not translate on the NUS taking a
simplistic position on intervention
7. Without a formal steer from membership on such an emotional and highly charged conflict, we are not able to
accurately represent the membership on the issue of intervention.
NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.

To maintain at this stage no position on intervention.
Mandate the Vice President (Society & Citizenship) to review this in light of evidence that may emerge and bring the
issue back to the NEC.
To continue to support Syrian students in the UK, facing financial difficulty and immigration problems as a result.

Amendment 5.1
No to US intervention in Syria
Proposed by:

Aaron Kiely

Seconded by:

Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley
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Committees:

NEC

Deletes all, replace with:
NEC Resolves:
1. To welcome the British decision to not launch a military assault on Syria.
2. To oppose all US military intervention on Syria.
3. To support Stop the War Coalition protests against a US military assault on Syria.

Amendment 5.2
For Peace and Democracy in Syria
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Gordon Maloney, James McAsh

Committees:

NEC

NEC Notes
1.

2.
3.
4.

Bashar Assad’s murderous dictatorship is responsible for mass killing, torture on a vast scale and an enormous
humanitarian disaster inside Syria, with whole towns reduced to rubble, two million refugees, four million internally
displaced, seven million in immediate need of humanitarian aid, and over a hundred thousand dead. Syria’s rulers
have used huge violence to protect their wealth and privileges, while reinforcing and exploiting sectarian divisions in
order to cling onto power.
Now it looks likely that the regime has used chemical weapons against civilians.
An important factor keeping Assad in power is large-scale foreign intervention: by Russia, which has kept up a flow
of weapons, and Iran and Hezbollah, which have forces on the ground. We call for an end to Russia’s arming of
Assad and the withdrawal of Iranian and Hezbollah forces from Syria.
In this context, to suggest that US intervention is the main problem would be deeply misguided. Nonetheless, we
believe US air strikes are likely to weaken, not strengthen, the chances for peace and democracy in Syria, speeding
up the disintegration of the country. This is particularly the case because the armed Syrian opposition forces are
increasingly reactionary and sectarian-dominated. Therefore we oppose the planned US bombing. We want to help
the emergence of a Third Camp of democratic and working-class forces between the Assad regime and the main
opposition militias.

NEC resolves
1. To mandate the VP Society & Citizenship to report on what NUS and constituent members can do to support student,
workers’, human rights and other democratic organisations in Syria.
2. To organise a protest at the Syrian embassy along the lines set out in this motion.
3. To continue campaigning in defence of Syrian students in the UK.
4. To send delegations to Stop the War protests but distribute an NUS leaflet at them explaining why opposing US
bombing should not mean failing to condemn the Assad regime and its foreign backers.

Amendment 5.2

For a Syria free from oppression
Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Committees:

NEC

Deletes all, add believes:
NEC believes:
1.

NUS welcomes Cameron’s defeat in Parliament over foreign military intervention in Syria, under mass public
pressure, and the memory of the 2003 movement against the Iraq War.
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2.

The initial popular uprising against the murderous Assad dictatorship, sparked by the ‘Arab Spring’ revolutions
across the Middle East, has been completely derailed into a sectarian civil war dominated by reactionary forces. The
opposition to Assad in Syria is backed by dictatorial regimes in the Middle East like Saudi Arabia and Qatar, and their
own imperialist friends in the US, UK, and France.

3.

The use of chemical weapons, by Assad or wherever they are used, is barbaric.

4.

US intervention, like in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya would only worsen the current situation. The US is only planning
to intervene in the Middle East for its own imperialist ends.

5.

We support the building of independent working-class organisations to cut across sectarianism, and to fight for the
rights of all workers, poor, and oppressed in Syria.

6.

Following the defeat of Cameron in Parliament, the Con-Dems are a government in crisis. This is the first time a
government has been defeated on a war motion since 1783. The Coalition is at its weakest since it was elected.

Add resolves:
NEC resolves:
1.

Oppose all foreign military intervention in Syria

2.

Call on governments globally to give asylum rights to all refugees from Syria

3.

Support and mobilise for protests against any foreign military intervention in Syria

Motion 6
New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Toni Pearce
Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick, Colum McGuire,
Stephanie Lloyd
NEC

NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The next UK general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council and European
Parliament elections due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
At the 2010 general election, just 44 per cent of those aged 18 to 24 voted, compared 76 per cent of the over 65s
The introduction of individual voter registration (IER) threatens to further reduce the number of students and young
people voting
The gulf in voting levels between the generations leaves young people losing out in policy terms
This feeling of powerlessness and precariousness is increasingly common among the rising generation, squeezed by
global recession and biting financial pressures, uncertain about its prospects and its future
Students in colleges and universities make up the majority of the next generation.
We too often feel let down by politicians who failed to speak on our behalf in a world where the odds are already
being steadily stacked against us

NEC Further Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Intergenerational Generation’s Fairness Index takes into account nine indicators that most affect young people’s
lives and outlook unemployment, housing, pensions, debt, participation in democracy, health, income, the
environment and education
With the Intergenerational Fairness Index set at 100 in the year 2000, it rose in its measure of unfairness from 82 in
1990 to 129 in 2012, and the 2013 index shows that young people’s prospects have again worsened in the last year
due to rising unemployment and living costs
The evidence from Ipsos Mori public opinion polling shows more than two thirds of people believe the UK
government does not adequately consider future generations in the decisions it makes today, while only 5 per cent
believe it considers them too much
NUS can build on existing public support for bettering the interests of the next generation
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5.

By championing students and students’ unions, unlocking our huge potential, and using our individual and collective
power, we have a golden opportunity now to come together and to act on our own initiative to create a fairer, more
prosperous society

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.

To forge and campaign for a new deal for the next generation across the themes of education, work and community
To welcome the signing of a new campaigning partnership between NUS and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and
its identification of ten areas in which the student and trade union movements will work together on in the year
ahead
To work with external allies and partners to maximise voter registration and electoral participation among young
people and students to ensure their voices are heard

Amendment 6.1
New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Arianna Tassinari

Committees:

NEC

Add Further Believes
NEC Further Believes:
8.

That cuts to education, services, benefits and jobs disproportionately affect young people, old people, women,
black people, LGBT people and disabled people.

9.

That there is no need for cuts: there is plenty of money in society, but it is in the wrong hands (the wealth of the
rich, corporate profits, the banks).

10. That cuts mean the working class, the poor, students and the oppressed paying for a crisis caused by capital
11. That arguing for smaller, slower cuts is not the answer, and instead we should oppose all cuts to education, services,
benefits and jobs.
Adds Resolves:
NEC Resolves:
4.

To oppose all cuts to education, services, benefits and jobs, and make this a vocal and high profile part of our
campaigning.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Amendment 6.2
New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Arianna Tassinari

Committees:

NEC

Support a 24hr general strike against austerity
Add believes:
NEC Believes:
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The fight for a decent future for young people is necessarily a fight against the brutal austerity currently raining down on
working class and young people.
1. This is a fight we share with many others; in particular it is necessary for us to unite with the organised working
class and trade union movement. The potentially huge power workers have is displayed most clearly when they take
industrial action and go on strike.
2.

TUC congress recently passed a motion supporting co-ordinated strike action against attacks on public sector pay.
This comes 1 year following TUC congress passing a motion calling for the TUC to consider the practicalities of
organising a 24 hour general strike, a call which was reaffirmed at this year’s conference

Add resolves:
NEC Resolves:
1.

To welcome the passing of the motion calling for co-ordinated strike action at this year’s TUC congress, as well
the general strike motion

2.

To support the demand of rank and file trade unionists for a 24hr general strike against austerity and to bring
down the Con-Dem government

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Motion 7
Community Organising
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Toni Pearce
Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick, Colum McGuire,
Stephanie Lloyd
NEC

NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Communities are where students live and belong
Students and students’ unions are vital members of their communities, contributing through volunteering, social
action, clubs, societies and campaigning
The next general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council and European elections
due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
The general election will be won for students only if we get our communities on side
The evidence from opinion polling conducted by YouGov shows that colleges and universities lag behind elderly care,
the NHS, schools and police as public spending priorities
We will win support not merely by special pleading for students, but finding the issues that unite students, workers,
parents, families and the wider public, together in our communities
The student movement must be ready to talk about the issues that matter to the wider public and ready to take
action to have the biggest possible impact on those who are seeking election, be they from any political party or
none.
NUS and students’ unions are well positioned to build on our existing organising work, including on ‘Activism’ and ‘I
am the Change’

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To broaden and deepen our work with communities by creating new arenas for social action, civic participation and
democratic engagement by building effective campaigns for change
To deliver regional campaigns training and support for students’ unions to develop activists and build skills for
change across the student movement
To launch the ‘We Are The Change community organising academy
To build NUS’ community organising capacity at regional level across the UK
To develop 10 regional organising hubs focused on voter registration and critical policy issues

Motion 8
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A higher education sector that works for students
Proposed by:

Rachel Wenstone

Seconded by:

Toni Pearce, Joe Vinson

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

In the absence of a Higher Education Bill for England the Westminster government has introduced a number of
regulatory changes in the higher education system including:
a. A new system of student number controls designed to enable institutions with higher levels of demand to grow
their student numbers
b. New processes for approval of specific courses designated for student support so that more private and
alternative providers can compete for students
c. A single operating framework for all higher education providers that receive public money including through
student loans or who hold degree awarding powers.
The operating framework at present does not include a requirement for institutions awarding degrees or accessing
student loan money to fund a students’ union or subscribe to the Office of the Independent Adjudicator or to the Office
for Fair Access.
From 2014 providers with courses designated for student support will be subject to controls on their student numbers.
Significant risks identified in the new regime include:
a. A more competitive, marketised environment between different providers of higher education characterised by
increased spend on recruitment and marketing rather than educational opportunity and learning and teaching,
and rewards for institutions who are well positioned to compete on reputation, prestige or price, none of which
are an adequate proxy for education quality.
b. A ‘race to the bottom’ in ensuring students are able to exercise what we consider to be among their most
fundamental rights including that of independent representation by a students’ union and independent recourse
for complaints and appeals.
c. Threats to specialist or less market-friendly providers or subjects which could lead to significant course closures
or institutional restructures or financial collapse, seriously harming access to higher education and putting
students’ education at risk.
The higher education operating framework for England as it is currently constituted does not take sufficient account of
these risks.
Participation of a range of different providers in the higher education system is not itself the problem; the problem is
constraints on student numbers, the destabilising effects of excessive competition and the tolerance for predatory, forprofit providers who are accountable to shareholders rather than students.

NEC Resolves:
1.

2.
3.
4.

To lobby for the sector to adopt the following as part of its regulatory codes:
a. The right of all students to independent representation by a students’ union, guild, association or representative
body
b. The right of all students to fair access and to have their financial and personal circumstances to be taken into
account at the point of application
c. The right of all students to independent recourse for complaints and appeals.
d. Protections for students in the case of course closure or institutional failure.
e. Recognition of the risks around regional provision and subject spread, and a means by which those risks can be
mitigated to ensure that a diversity of subjects will be available to students in regions across England
To condemn education providers, organisations and individuals who exploit students in order to extract profit from the
provision of higher education for the benefit of shareholders or corporate investors and condemn the sale of the Student
Loan Book.
To adopt a principled position in favour of increases to student numbers during the next Parliament so that expansion of
the sector can meet demand in the system, recognising that increase may well come in the form of more higher level
vocational provision or flexible higher learning opportunities rather than traditional full-time higher education.
To create a specific support offer for students’ unions that are having to deal with their institution experiencing financial
hardship, restructure or course closures, enabling them to make good decisions that accurately represent their
membership, protect students and support institutional and subject sustainability.
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Motion 9
Combatting the Rising Cost of Living
Proposed by:

Raechel Mattey

Seconded by:

Colum McGuire, Marc McCorkell, Fergal McFerran, Chris Clements, Josh Rowlands

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

That according to the quarterly Eurobarometer Survey the biggest issue facing individuals at the moment in the UK
is the rising cost of living.
That according to the same survey, the biggest issue facing the UK as a whole is unemployment.
That NUS Services has a turnover upwards of £80M per annum.
That the Vice-President Union Development is the Chair of NUS Services Board.
That the current rate of inflation is 2.8% and is expected to rise to 3.4% over the next 5 – 10 years according to the
Bank of England.
That the inflation rate is weighted to certain items which include but are not limited to:
a. Transport 16.2% weighting;
b. Housing, water, electricity, gas and fuels 14.4% weighting;
c. Recreation and culture 13.2% weighting;
d. Restaurants and hotels 11.4% weighting, and;
e. Food and non-alcoholic beverages 11.2%.

NEC Further Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

That students are not immune to the rising costs of living.
That the rising cost of living will disproportionately affect the poorest students in our unions.
That whilst having a pound in your pocket is important, what matters is how much you can buy with your pound.
That we need to use the purchasing power of NUS Services to win campaigns.
Those caring for others, those working long hours to fund themselves through education and those from poorer
backgrounds will all feel that for every month they stay in education, the value of the pound in their pocket
decreases.
That for groups of students who may not be present on our campuses often, items that make up the inflation
measure will disproportionately affect them including;
a. fuel prices for travelling to placements etc;
b. transport costs in general;
c. cost of private sector rent and accommodation;
d. cost of electricity, water and gas bills;
e. cost of food for themselves and their dependents;
That our unions should offer services to help students face these problems.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To call on the government to do more to tackle the rising cost of living and support vulnerable groups in society,
who will undoubtedly include groups of students.
To lobby ministers to tackle the rising cost of food, energy and bills.
To redouble its efforts to use commercial relationships within NUS Services to reduce the burden of rising costs of
food and the general cost of living. For example, looking at whether national partnerships with food producing
organisations can bring down the cost of weekly shops.
That NUS should produce a briefing for students’ unions outlining campaigns which they can adopt to reduce
pressure on high-risk groups of students locally; such as supporting food co-operatives on campus to reduce the
cost of buying food through the NUS Charity, to create car-pooling schemes to share the cost of transport and to
offer advice on the best providers of electricity, water and gas at a local level to keep costs low for students.
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Amendment 9.1
Combatting the Rising Cost of Living
Proposed by:

Josh Rowlands

Seconded by:

Emma Barnes, Rhiannon Durrans

Committees:

NEC

Add amendment:
NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.

The coming cuts to the Adult Education Bursaries across the country from the Skills Funding Agency will have a
significant impact on mature students
At present there are few bursaries or grants available for part-time students and part-time students should have the
same right to grants and bursaries as full-time students.
That cuts to the Adult Education Bursaries will have the greatest impact on small, specialist and Further Education
institutions, which traditionally have a higher proportion of Mature and Part-Time students.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.

The NUS should initiate a campaign alongside trade unions and campaigning organisations with the aim of defending
the Adult Education Bursaries as well as all grants and bursaries under threat.
This campaign should also fight to defend and extend the Adult Education Bursaries to all ages, including those over
the age of 60 and call for further bursaries and grants for part time students.

Motion 10
To Russia with Pride
Proposed by:
Seconded by:
Committees:

Finn McGoldrick and Sky Yarlett
Colum McGuire, Peter Smallwood, Fergal McFerran, Marc McCorkell, Joe Vinson, Stephanie Lloyd,
Charles Barry, Rhiannon Hedge, Kelley Temple,
NEC

NEC Believes:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

That the Russian Duma has passed law which forbids the ‘promotion of homosexuality’. Article 6.21 of the Code of
the Russian Federation on Administrative Offenses, allows the government to fine individuals accused of the
propaganda of nontraditional sexual relations amongst minors. This includes stating that ‘nontraditional’
relationships and ‘traditional relationship’ are equal. http://www.policymic.com/articles/58649/russia-s-anti-gay-lawspelled-out-in-plain-english
That 76 countries currently have laws where homosexuality is punishable by death or
illegal http://76crimes.com/76-countries-where-homosexuality-is-illegal/
Moscow pride has been attacked by neo facists three years running, with many LGBT activists arrested and
detained. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-19293465
That London 2012 had the highest number of LGBT Olympians taking part that’s been recorded.
The Winter Olympics are due to be held in Sochi, Russia in February 2014.
The next Football World Cup is due to be held in Qatar, where Article 296 of the current Penal Code (Law 11/2004)
stipulate imprisonment for homosexual acts.
That currently being openly LGBT in Russia during the Olympics will be seen as ‘promotion of homosexuality’
That the Olympic Values are friendship, respect, excellence.

NEC Further Believes:
1.

That LGBT people deserve to live with dignity, free from the threat of violence, suppression of their identity and
removal of their human rights.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Out in Sport research conducted by NUS LGBT in 2012 showed that LGBT students often face barriers in their ability
to participate in sport, often perceived rather
actual. http://www.nus.org.uk/Global/Final%20Out%20in%20Sport_NEW_web.pdf
Currently BUCS Trans policy is confusing, ill communicated and often inadequate for non binary trans
students http://c1593.r93.cf3.rackcdn.com/BUCS_Transgender_Policy.pdf
The international community should not ignore human rights abuses when deciding where to hold international
sporting events
Pride House is a safe space within the Olympic village for LGBT people, this year the application has been denied as
it’s too ‘political’. http://www.advocate.com/sports/2013/02/07/just-beginning-russia-denies-request-olympicpride-house
That homophobia doesn’t meet the Olympic values of friendship, respect and excellence and that countries with
homophobic laws should be scrutised before allowing them the priviledge of hosting the Olympics.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NUS LGBT expresses grave concern over the decision of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to hold the
Winter Olympics in Russia, a country where LGBT peoples rights are being actively reversed
To lobby NGO’s, MP’s and the IOC to ensure that LGBT people participating in the Olympics are free from
discrimination, and for a Pride House to be allowed at the Winter Olympics
To encourage student unions to use the Out in Sport report and campaign to highlight that sport should be inclusive
and accessible to all.
To mandate the VP Union Development to lobby BUCS on a coherent trans policy which is better advertised with
clear guidelines
To look into how LGBT students who might be studying abroad in Russia might be affected and whether the
university or college have policies in place to support their students.

Motion 11
A fair year’s work deserves a fair years pay
Proposed by:

Sky Yarlett, Finn McGoldrick
Dom Anderson, Colum McGuire, Joe Vinson, Fergal McFerran, Rebecca Hall, Stephanie Lloyd,

Seconded by:

Charles Barry, Matt Stanley, Aaron Kiely, Hannah Paterson, Kelley Temple, Toni Pearce, Rachel
Wenstone, Raechel Mattey, Rhiannon Hedge, Tabz O’Brien Butcher, Edmund Schluessel, Marc
McCorkell, James McAsh, Ben Dilks, Peter Smallwood, Rhiannon Durrans, Rebecca Hall, Harry Fox.

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1.

That currently there are two part-time LGBT Officers, an Open Place Officer and a Women’s Place Officer. This comes
from LGBT Conference taking the decision to ensure a representative LGBT movement and splitting the LGBT Officer.
2. That the success of the LGBT campaign has meant that in recent history it has become apparent that the LGBT
Officers work beyond their part-time hours.
3. The work of the LGBT Officers means it is beneficial to the campaign to have the officers located in London, in terms
of meeting with stakeholders, working with other NUS officers, being available for national action and in close
proximity to government.
4. That to live in London on a part-time wage is practically impossible, especially when doing close to full time work
with irregular hours.
5. “LGBO (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Other) Students were more likely to be in debt, and higher amounts of debt, than
their heterosexual counterparts.” Pound in your Pocket.
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/38530/Pound-in-Your-Pocket-Briefing-Lesbian-gay-and-bisexualstudents/
6. In Evaluating Estrangement it was highlighted that LGBT students had been facing estrangement, possibly due to
societal views in regard to sexual oriential or gender identity.
Evaluating Estrangement 2010-2011
http://www.poundinyourpocket.org.uk/downloads/Evaluating_Estrangement.pdf
7. Having a p art-time paid position will exclude many from standing in election. Including but not limited to students
with dependants, students who are not out to their family – and couldn’t live at home.
8. That the Liberation officers increase the diversity of the full time officer team and the NEC, and are often elected
directly from education and are less likely to have been sabbatical officers.
9. NUS has a strong history of championing workers rights running campaigns around both the minimum wage and
more recently the living wage.
10. Liberation is should be embedded in the work of NUS and that this cannot be achieved without liberation officers
11. The NEC is responsible for submitting estimates of expenditure to Conference and should submit estimates in the
year ahead that address these issues
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NEC Resolves:
1.

That the estimates for 2013-14 should reflect sufficient budget allocation for the LGBT campaign to allow both of the
LGBT officers to be full time

Motion 12
The Student Assembly Against Austerity
Proposed by:

Aaron Kiely

Seconded by:

Malia Bouattia, Matt Stanley

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. The Tory-Liberal government has unleashed the biggest assault on ordinary people for generations. It needs to be
fought head-on.
2. Young people are being forced out of education, students are being plunged into poverty and cuts are having a
devastating impact on our colleges and universities. Even more attacks are in the pipeline, with the disgraceful
introduction of fees and loans to adult learners in further education this autumn and with the government discussing
plans to privatize the student loan book – allowing private companies to make huge profits out of our enormous
debts.
3. Following the People’s Assembly Against Austerity, a broad and diverse coalition of over 100 student leaders have
called the Student Assembly Against Austerity on Saturday 2 November 2013 which will take place at the University
College London.
4. The Student Assembly Against Austerity seeks to bring together all students who want to stop the cuts and the
devastation they are bringing to millions of people in Britain, and to launch the next steps in the fight back.
NEC Resolves:
1. To support the Student Assembly Against Austerity taking place on Saturday 2 November at the University College
London.
2. To send a delegation of NUS NEC members to the Student Assembly Against Austerity.

Motion 13
Zero Tolerance for Zero Hours
Proposed by:

Amy Gilligan

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Edmund Schluessel, Arianna Tassinari, Gordon Maloney

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recent estimates put the number of workers on zero hour contracts as up to 1 million and suggest that 1 in 5
employers have at least one employee on zero hour contracts. The number of workers on this type of contract has
increased sharply over the last 5 years.
Zero hour contracts are used across many sectors including retail, health care and education. Employers using zero
hour contracts include Sports Direct, McDonalds, Cineworld and Buckingham Palace.
Many students who work are on zero hour contracts.
Such contracts offer little security to workers. Employers are not obliged to guarantee work. Workers may not
receive sick pay, holiday pay or a pension. They can make it difficult for workers to predict their income from week
to week.
In the last few months, protests have taken place against zero hour contracts. Several trade unions, including Unite
and UCU, have made a stand against zero hour contracts.

NEC Further Believes:
1. All workers deserve decent pay and conditions including rights to sick pay and holiday pay.
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2.
3.

Zero hour contracts are used to erode worker’s hard-fought-for rights.
Flexibility can be desirable for some workers, including many students who work, however this should not come at
the expense of their basic rights at workers.

NEC Resolves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To issue a public statement expressing NUS’s opposition to the use of zero hour contracts.
For NUS to not to employ anyone on a zero hour contract.
For NUS to use its position as a partner to companies who use zero hour contracts, including Cineworld and
MacDonalds to oppose the use of zero hour contracts by these employers, and to consider the continuation of such
partnerships if the use of zero hour contracts continues.
To work with the UCU anti-casualisation committee to fight casualised contracts, including zero hour contracts, in
Further Education and Higher Education.
To work with trade unions and campaigning groups to fight against the use of zero hour contracts more broadly.

Amendment 13.1
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Arianna Tassinari

Committees:

NEC

Add Resolves.
NEC Resolves:
5. To congratulate Hovis workers in Wigan on their victory against zero hours contracts - militant action like theirs is the way
to win.

Amendment 13.2
Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Committees:

NEC

Youth Fight for Jobs fights zero-hours contracts
Add believes:
NEC Believes:
1.

The Youth Fight for Jobs (YFJ) campaign is supported by NUS Wales

2.

YFJ is carrying out out a high-profile campaign of petitions, demonstrations & direct action against zero-hours
contracts and firms which use them. This is part of the ‘Are you Sick of your Boss?’ initiative which seeks to help
organise young workers to fight for a better deal at work.

3.

This campaign is in addition to YFJ's five core campaigns:
a.

Scrapping workfare in favour of the creation of decently-paid jobs on decent conditions

b.

Demanding a fair deal for young workers: a living wage, proper contracts and the right to organise in trade
unions

c.

Campaigning against tuition fees, the scrapping of EMA and demanding decent grants for students

d.

Stopping the cuts to youth services

e.

Fighting for affordable housing for young people

Add resolves:
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NEC Resolves:
1.

To support YFJ's campaign against zero-hours contracts & to publicise the ‘Sick of your Boss?’ initiative

2.

To support YFJ's core campaigning aims

Motion 14
NUS supporting students in the armed services
Proposed by:

Peter Smallwood

Seconded by:

Charles Barry, Kirat Raj Singh

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. That one of the unsupported groups in NUS is students who serve in the British Armed services or volunteer in
organisations such as the Territorial Army etc.
2. That whether you are for or against war or any current conflict in which our armed services are engaged; Those
who serve in our armed services do so at tremendous risk and with incredible bravery.
3. That the armed services offer a wide range of opportunities to encourage those in education to join them,
opportunities for those in the armed force to access education (FE and HE) and those who that leave an avenue back
into education. http://www.army.mod.uk/join/20109.aspx
4. That the armed services offer scholarships, grants and bursaries to many students.
5. That mental health concerns are reported to be on the rise in the armed services. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk13491514
6. NUS should support and encourage education as a means to support, develop and engage those in the armed
services.
NEC Resolves:
1. That NUS will conduct research on “Students in the Armed Services” focussing on the following key area.
(a) Figures on those in education that leave studies to serve and the amount who return.
(b) Figures on the amount of service personnel who re-enter education.
(c) How institutions support students who want to serve during their studies.
(d) How institution support students who enter education post service.
(e) How institution support and accredit service both paid a voluntary.
(f) How government, armed services, student unions and other relevant organisations offer pastoral support to this
particular set of people.
2. To work with the armed services to help support students and active groups on campuses.

Amendment 14.1
NUS supporting students in the armed services
Proposed by:

Rosie Huzzard

Seconded by:

James McAsh, Arianna Tassinari

Committees:

NEC

Replaces Believes 2 and adds Believes 7 and 8.
NEC Believes:
2. That our opposition to British militarism and imperialism should not prevent us from supporting our members in the armed
forces.
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7. That claims by the top brass and the government to be concerned about soldiers' welfare and rights are deeply ironic given
the armed forces' record.
8. That members of the armed forces need the right to join independent unions and to organise politically, independent of
their commanders.

Replace Resolves 2 and adds resolves 4:
NEC Resolves:
2. To discuss at a future NEC meeting how to support our members in the armed forces, on the basis of data we have
collected, and in a way consistent with our anti-militarist principles and our support for soldiers' right to organise.
4. To oppose all cuts to education, services, benefits and jobs, and make this a vocal and high profile part of our
campaigning.

Amendment 14.2

Alternative providers and the armed forces
Proposed by:

Finn McGoldrick

Seconded by:

Joe Vinson, Dom Anderson, Ben Dilks

Committees:

NEC

Keep believes 3,4,5 and 6 but to delete believes 1 and 2 and replace with:
1.

That one of the most unsupported groups within NUS are students that study through alternative providers, such as
the British Armed services, training colleges, apprenticeships, residential units, prisons and private providers.

2.

That there are a myriad of ways to access education and lots of reasons for students to do so and that NUS should
support all students accessing education; especially those for whom many other avenues into education have been
closed due to finances, social capital or opportunity.

3.

NUS already have policy on working with apprentices to increase their means to self-organise and to improve their
representation as students in the work place and college.

4.

NUS already have policy on working with offenders and supports projects such the Open Book at Goldsmiths.

To delete resolves 1 and 2 and replace with:
1.

To conduct research into “Students in the Armed Forces” in order to develop a means to support students who are
studying whilst serving in the forces.

2.

For this work to be part of a wider examination of ways in which NUS can support students who study through
alternative providers.
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Report
NEC Block Allocations
Author:

Toni Pearce

Date Produced:

11/09/13

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve/Discuss/Note (Delete as appropriate)

Summary:

To make amendments to the appointments paper

Regional Allocations:
London
- Rachel Wenstone
- Peter Smallwood
- Matt Stanley
- Paul Abernethy
- James McAsh
South
- Colum McGuire
- Harry Fox
- Chris Clements
- Edmund Schluessel
- Jeni-Marie Pittuck
Midlands
- Dom Anderson
- Kirat Singh
- Jess Goldstone
- Rosie Huzzard
North
- Joe Vinson
- Ben Dilks
- Charles Barry
- Rhiannon Durrans
- Marc McCorkell
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Zone allocations:
Further Education Zone:
Rhiannon Durrans, Matt Stanley, Rosie Huzzard
Higher Education Zone:
Charles Barry, Paul Abernethy, Edmund Schluessel
Society and Citizenship Zone:
Harry Fox, Jessica Goldstone, Jeni-Marie Pittuck
Union Development Zone:
James McAsh, Mark McCorkell, Chris Clements
Welfare:
Peter Smallwood, Ben Dilks, Kirat Raj Singh

